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Fault on distribution line networks may 
cause excessive power interruption to 
customers and large costs for the 
distributor. The thesis provides a technique 
which can locate partial discharges (PDs), 
which is one of the major causes of fault in 
covered-conductor (CC) line, by using 
multi-end correlation technique. In Finland 
covered-conductor overhead lines are 
commonly used in medium voltage networks 
because the loads are widely distributed in 
forested terrain. Such networks are exposed 
to leaning trees which will produce PDs 
prior to complete breakdown. The PDs, if 
undetected for a certain period of time, will 
lead to an outage of the distribution 
networks. In the technique developed, the 
PDs can be detected with multiple Rogowski 
coil sensors and located using the algorithm 
developed. The technique will help in 
improving the detection and localization 
reliability of PDs due to leaning trees on CC 
overhead distribution lines, and will provide 
protection improvements against the 
breakdown in distribution network. 
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Abstract 
 In Finland, covered-conductor (CC) overhead lines are commonly used in medium voltage 
(MV) networks because the loads are widely distributed in the forested terrain. Such parts of 
the network are exposed to leaning trees which produce partial discharges (PDs) in CC lines. 
  This thesis presents a technique to locate the PD source on CC overhead distribution line 
networks. The algorithm is developed and tested using a simulated study and experimental 
measurements. The Electromagnetic Transient Program-Alternative Transient Program 
(EMTP-ATP) is used to simulate and analyze a three-phase PD monitoring system, while 
MATLAB is used for post-processing of the high frequency signals which were measured. A 
Rogowski coil is used as the measuring sensor. A multi-end correlation-based technique for PD 
location is implemented using the theory of maximum correlation factor in order to ﬁnd the 
time difference of arrival (TDOA) between signal arrivals at three synchronized measuring 
points. The three stages of signal analysis used are: 1) denoising by applying discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT); 2) extracting the PD features using the absolute or windowed standard 
deviation (STD) and; 3) locating the PD point. The advantage of this technique is the ability to 
locate the PD source without the need to know the ﬁrst arrival time and the propagation 
velocity of the signals. In addition, the faulty section of the CC line between three measuring 
points can also be identiﬁed based on the degrees of correlation. 
  An experimental analysis is performed to evaluate the PD measurement system performance 
for PD location on CC overhead lines. The measuring set-up is arranged in a high voltage (HV) 
laboratory. A multi-end measuring method is chosen as a technique to locate the PD source 
point on the line. A power transformer 110/20 kV was used to energize the AC voltage up to 11.5 
kV/phase (20 kV system). The tests were designed to cover different conditions such as ofﬂine 
and online measurements. 
  The thesis evaluates the possibility of using a Rogowski coil for locating faults in MV 
distribution lines and a test bench of a 20 kV distribution network is developed. Different fault 
scenarios are simulated including earth and phase faults, arcing faults and faults caused by 
leaning trees. Results favourably show the possibility of using a Rogowski coil for locating 
faults in distribution networks.   
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1- Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Background and problem statement 
Electrical insulating materials are used in various forms to provide insulation for any 
kind of apparatus dealing with high voltage (HV) equipments. The insulating materials may be 
solid, liquid, gas, or even a combination of these. These materials should possess good 
insulating properties over a wide range of operating parameters, such as a wide temperature 
range and a wide frequency range, from direct current (DC) to several Mega Hertz (MHz) in the 
radio and high frequency ranges. These insulating materials are, for instance, the cross-linked 
polyethylene (XLPE) or high density polyethylene (HDPE) used in 20 kV covered-conductor 
(CC) lines which usually has a thickness of 2.3 mm. It is used to cover the conductor material, 
which is normally an aluminum alloy. CCs are insulated overhead conductors without metal 
sheaths. They are used to improve the reliability of the distribution of electricity, and help to 
make the line corridors narrow, which is particularly an advantage in built-up or forest areas. 
Several years usage has demonstrated the CC system to be both extremely functional and 
reliable. Interruptions and faults caused by snow, ice or storms have been diminished 
remarkably [1], [2]. The CC and its cross-sectional view are shown in Fig. 1.1 [3].  
 
Fig. 1.1 Cross-sectional view of covered-conductor used in distribution networks [3]. 
 
CCs for overhead distribution networks or medium voltage (MV) lines have been used 
in Finland for more than 40 years [1], [2]. In the middle of the 1990’s the use of CC was 
expanded to the HV level which is 110 kV. Fig.1.2 shows two CC overhead lines (MV and HV) 
in Tuusula, Finland. The basic idea for using CCs in Finland is to make the line more tolerant to 
conductor clashing and trees leaning on the conductor. These contribute a lot to space saving 
between the trees and conductor, and the spacing between the conductors itself [1]. Fig. 1.3 
shows the condition of CC overhead lines covered with snow during the winter season.   
From the statistical data on CC overhead lines installed in Finland, there are around 0.9 
fault cases per year per 100 km as reported in [2]. This low value of fault cases supports the 
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application of CC overhead lines in the forest area as in Finland. Although CC overhead line 
faults occur infrequently, power failures are impossible to completely avoid.  
 
Fig. 1.2 MV and HV covered-conductor lines in Tuusula, Finland [1]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 MV covered-conductor lines covered with snow during winter in Finland [1]. 
 
CC lines being manufactured using modern extruded synthetic insulation materials will 
unavoidably be subjected to mechanical failures and subsequent electric breakdown [3]. In 
contrast to failures on bare overhead lines, CC line faults are often permanent and the faulty 
section of the line has to be removed. Thus, although CC line faults are rare, these failures may 
be severe and cause excessive power interruption to customers and large costs for the 
distributor. Furthermore, the mean time of failure for installed CC overhead lines based on 
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modern extruded synthetic insulation materials is unknown. There is, therefore, understandable 
anxiety over the future reliability of these power networks and a need to develop accurate 
monitoring systems to predict failures.  
One of the major problems associated with the CC line that remains a concern is the 
initiation of partial discharges (PDs). This happens when an insulator is not functioning as it 
should be, due to structural damage or pollution on the insulator surface. The other main reason 
is especially after leaning of a tree on the line as shown in Fig. 1.4. A tree in contact with a CC 
will distort the electric field around the conductor and causes PDs after a certain period of time 
through chemical, thermal, and electrical mechanisms [4], [5]. The PD pulse is then propagates 
along the CC lines in both directions from its source. PDs can be observed and it is usually an 
early indicator of imminent failure of the insulator. If the PD on the CC is undetected for a 
certain period of time, it will lead to an outage of the distribution network connected to the CC. 
 
Fig. 1.4 Leaning trees on covered conductor lines in Forest–Sax Line [1]. 
 
PDs are small discharges caused by strong and inhomogeneous electrical fields. The 
reason for such fields could be voids, bubbles, or defects in an insulating material. The detection 
of a PD is performed in order to ascertain the condition of the insulating material in HV 
elements, such as cables and CCs. Since a PD usually occurs before complete breakdown, PD 
monitoring provides a warning to remove the power system component from service before 
catastrophic failure occurs. Therefore, the area of PD measurement and diagnosis is accepted as 
one of the most valuable non-destructive means of assessing the quality and technical integrity 
of HV power apparatus and cables. 
An important aspect of PD detection and localization is the possibility to reliably detect 
and accurately estimate the activity and location of a PD source on CC overhead lines [5]. The 
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detection and the ability to locate the PD on the CC line at the earliest stage possible are of great 
importance for maintenance purposes. Further corrective action can be prepared more precisely 
to prevent unpredicted outages in operation of the CC overhead distribution networks. Early 
detection and replacement of a damaged CC line will save a lot of unnecessary repair costs and 
annoying electricity cuts to paying customers [6]. These benefits have led the PD detection and 
location techniques to become a valuable tool for condition assessment of MV networks 
consisting of CC overhead lines.  
Currently, there are two types of measurement techniques carried out to test if there are 
any faults along the CC line. They are offline and online measurements. For the offline kind, PD 
measurements have been carried out with special equipment, which entail interruptions in the 
normal operation. Due to this limitation, online PD measurements have been introduced and 
practiced recently [3], [5]. With the online measurement, the power line continues working as 
normal and no disruption of service is required. The methods currently available use very high 
frequency (VHF) antennas, infrared sensors, capacitive coupling and a Rogowski coil [3], [5], 
[9]. Sensors used for PD detection can be divided into capacitive and inductive sensors, 
measuring the voltage and current on the CC overhead lines, respectively. Their physical 
properties and limitations often decide which sensor type can be employed [10]-[12]. The 
choice of sensors also depends on the properties of the power system and the installation 
requirements. The ongoing research into online PD diagnostics has produced several devices 
that have been commercialized [7], [8].   
In this work, a Rogowski coil is chosen as a PD sensor because of its property of having 
a wide bandwidth frequency which is needed for the detection of the PD due to the leaning of a 
tree on the CC line. It is also a non-intrusive method to detect the PD. The Rogowski coil 
features have a very good linearity due to a structure which has no iron core nor magnetic 
materials. Furthermore, its circuitry is simple and the cost is low [3], [13]-[15], [62]. In [15], the 
comparison of different kinds of current measuring sensors has been summarized, with the 
Rogowski coil shown to have more advantages in comparison to the others. 
 In [62], different sensor types were tested to determine the optimal sensor for on-line 
PD detection in HV power cables. Three different sensors characteristics which are the 
capacitive sensor, axial magnetic sensor and Rogowski coil sensor have been compared and 
summarized as shown in Table 1.1 [62]. From the Table, Rogowski coil sensor is favored in 
terms of sensitivity, installation feasibility and frequency response. Although in this particular 
work [62], the performances of the Rogowski coil for PD detection was assessed in HV power 
cables, it is also found suitable for use in detection of PD signal in CC overhead lines as 
presented in [3].  
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Table 1.1 PD sensors characteristic comparison [62] 
 Capacitive sensor Axial magnetic field sensor Rogowski coil 
Sensitivity Low Low High 
Universal 
applicability 
Wide Limited to helical structure of 
shield cable 
Wide 
Frequency 
response 
High (up to 200-300 
MHz) 
Low (up to few MHz) High (up to 40 
MHz) 
Time resolution A few ns Tens of ns A few ns 
Installation 
difficulty 
Easy Easy Easy 
 
The PD in CC overhead lines will induce high frequency current pulses in the 
conductor, propagated at both sides along the CC lines. A Rogowski coils located at certain 
distance will pick up the high frequency current pulses associated with the PD. 
As the Rogowski coil is capable of extracting the PD signals, their location can be 
found using traveling wave fault locator principles [3], [21]. The single-end traveling wave 
locator function is not that suitable to locate the distance of the PD source. However, the multi-
end traveling wave locator with two-end synchronized measuring method gives better accuracy 
for PD location, but it needs information about the wave propagation velocity over the feeder, 
which is a function of the feeder parameters and tower configuration.  
In [20], single-end and double-end online PD detection and location of underground 
power cables have been introduced, while single-end PD detection and location on MV CC 
overhead lines has been explained in [5]. Both of these works have shown good results in PD 
detection, but produce an error and inconsistency in determining the PD source location. This is 
due to their dependency on the characteristic of propagation velocity for both CC overhead and 
underground cables. The propagation velocity is relatively affected by physical parameters such 
as temperature and the level of height of the CC line with respect to the ground surface [22], 
[23]. In addition, propagation velocity is frequency-dependent and it increases by increasing the 
frequency of the propagated signals.  
PD measurement with alternating current (AC) source supplied on the line is always 
affected by electromagnetic disturbances (EMD) and noise. A different PD measurement 
location will be affected by different types of noise. The noise can be classified as follows; 
discrete spectral interference (DSI) caused by radio broadcast signal, periodical pulse shaped 
disturbances from power electronic equipments, stochastic pulse shaped disturbance due to 
lightning or switching operations, and white noise which is broadband interference caused by 
the measuring instrument itself [5]. Using a PD sensor with a suitable frequency bandwidth, 
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then followed by post processing for denoising, is the best way to eliminate the noise problem in 
PD measuring signals.  
Many different noise reduction techniques have been proposed including filtering, 
spectral analysis and wavelet analyses [16]-[18]. The closed-loop technique refers to a situation 
where a reference signal is used to measure the noise, for example, using an external antenna 
[19]. The use of advanced signal processing has been extensively applied, especially since the 
cost and time of processing power has decreased.  
An estimation of PD source location based on first arrival time has been discussed in 
[24]-[26]. Noise and interferences are the main problems to accurately stamp first arrival times 
using this method. Meanwhile, an energy-based correlation method for locating the PD in 
transformer winding has been discussed in [27], [28]. This technique is based on the correlation 
of radio frequency (RF) signals measured by a few antennas that act as PD sensors concentrated 
on the transformer device to detect and locate PD sources. It is, however, hard to apply to 
widely distributed underground cables or CC overhead lines. 
 
1.2 Research objective 
 
This investigation is driven by the motivation to develop a function for locating the PD 
source in order to localize such faults. The main objective of this research is to develop reliable 
and efficient techniques for online monitoring of PDs due to leaning trees on CC overhead 
distribution lines. Detection and localization of PD activity in the overhead power network is an 
application which can benefit from the features of the traveling wave along the CC line. This 
study will provide protection improvements against the breakdown in the distribution network 
due to leaning trees, particularly in Finnish electricity networks.  
The expected result of this project is an increased understanding of the difficulties and 
remedies in the measurement, detection and localization of the PD source in power networks. 
This will reduce the gap between the theoretical models, the signal processing algorithms, the 
laboratory scale prototypes and the low cost and highly reliable monitoring systems that are 
required by the industry. Eventually, it is hoped that this will lead to improved detection and 
localization reliability. With the increasing range of using CC overhead lines in the distribution 
power network, especially in Finland, the potential impact of this application is great. It is 
believed that the signal analysis approach and PD locator algorithm developed in this work will 
lead to enhanced methods for the detection and localization of insulation degradation in medium 
and HV power networks.  
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1.3 Thesis contribution 
 
Based on single-end measurement, a three-phase PD monitoring system on CC 
overhead lines in distribution systems network has been modeled in EMTP-ATP. A Clark CC 
line is used as the CC overhead lines model. The comparative study of an online three-phase PD 
monitoring system using Clark and JMarti CC line models has been performed.  
Using the frequency-dependent CC line model (JMarti), a new model of online three-
phase PD monitoring system is developed for double-end measurement. The propagation of the 
PD pulse from the source location towards its both-end feeders is measured. The localization 
process is done using a locator function which is based on the stamping time of arrival (TOA) 
and the propagation velocity for the measured signals. 
An experimental analysis has been performed to evaluate the PD measurement system 
performance for PD location on CC overhead lines. A multi-end measuring method with three 
measuring points is introduced as a technique to locate the PD source point on the line. The tests 
have been carried out under different measurement conditions, such as offline and online PD 
measuring systems. For the offline measurements, the pulse calibrator is used to inject the PD 
source to the CC overhead lines. Meanwhile for the online measurements, two methods were 
used to generate live PD signals with an energized CC overhead line via a power transformer. 
The methods are firstly, by twisting a coil around the CC and secondly, by leaning a tree againts 
the CC line. The chirp detector is used as a signal processing tool to extract the high frequency 
signals in order to determine the TOA of the signals at each of the measuring sensors. The 
locator function algorithm for multi-end measurement is developed. The localization of PD 
source on CC overhead lines is done without the need to consider the propagation velocity of 
the signals.   
Next, a multi-end correlation technique for the PD source locator is employed in order 
to eliminate the problem encountered in previous online PD detection and location. This new 
proposed technique is a combination of three different stages of signal analysis, which are, 
firstly, denoising  by applying discrete wavelet transform (DWT), secondly, extracting the PD 
features using the absolute or windowed-standard deviation (STD) and thirdly, by locating the 
PD point by correlating the measured signals of three Rogowski coils. Besides the ability to 
locate the PD source without the need to know the propagation velocity of the signals, the faulty 
section of the line also can be identified based on the degrees of correlation. The algorithm 
outline and its derivative are discussed in chapters 5 and 6. The algorithm is evaluated using 
Electromagnetic transient program-Alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP) simulated PD 
cases and verified using experimental measurements results. The multi-end measured signals are 
considered as synchronized signals. 
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For unsynchronized measured signals, the locator function algorithm is developed based 
on the two-end correlation of the signals. The ratio of correlation is then plotted against its ratio 
of distance. The hyperbolic sine equation is found as the best function correlated with this 
plotted curve. Referring to the plotted graph, the PD source on the CC overhead lines can be 
localized. This method helps to solve the problem of the unsynchronized measured signals 
between two measuring points.   
There are possibilities that faults on CC overhead lines occur for reasons other than PD, 
for instance, the arcing fault which has the characteristics of intermittent faults. As a 
precautionary step, the capability of the Rogowski coil to work on capturing different fault 
transients traveled from source location is evaluated. This evaluation is useful in order to make 
it possible to implement a fault locator technique using the same technique used to locate the 
PD. Different values of fault resistances and inception angles due to earth and phase faults are 
tested on the MV distribution networks in order to investigate the performance of the Rogowski 
coil.  
 
1.4 Organization of thesis 
 
The thesis is organized into the following chapters: 
 
Chapter 2 presents the basic concept of the PD phenomenon in HV equipment. An overview of  
the Rogowski coil as a PD sensor used in this work is also presented. The physical configuration 
and equivalent circuits of the Rogowski coils are shown.  
Chapter 3 presents the models of an online three phase PD monitoring system on CC overhead 
lines distribution networks concerning PD due to a leaning tree on the CC line. The models are 
based on single-end measurement. The comparison performance of the online PD monitoring 
system which has been developed using two different types of CC line, i.e., Clark and JMarti 
models, is presented.  
 
Chapter 4 presents an investigation for the possibilities of implementing an online three-phase 
PD monitoring system using a Rogowski coil sensor to detect PD caused by a leaning tree on 
CC overhead distribution lines at both-ends. 
 
Chapter 5 presents an evaluation of the measurement systems performance for locating PD in 
energized CC overhead lines. The measurement is done using a multi-end measuring method.  
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Chapter 6 presents a multi-end correlation technique for locating PD sources on CC overhead 
lines. This technique overcomes the difficulty of identifying the faulty section of the line for 
multi-end measurement from the previous technique as discussed in Chapter 5.  
 
Chapter 7 presents a correlation of the unsynchronized two-end windows technique for locating 
the PD source on CC overhead lines.  
 
Chapter 8 presents an evaluation of Rogowski coil performance with different fault scenarios 
such as different fault types, different fault resistances and different inception angles. 
Furthermore, the fault due to leaning trees and the arcing fault which has the characteristics of 
intermittent faults are considered in the study.  
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2- Basic concepts of partial discharge and Rogowski coil  
 
 
2.1 Classification of partial discharge 
 
According to the International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) standard 60270, 
partial discharge (PD) is a localized electrical discharge that incompletely bridges the insulation 
between conductors [29]. Generally, local electrical stress concentrations in insulation or on the 
surface of insulation results in PD. The PD is in the form of various voltage impulses and 
current impulses, with duration of less than 1 second [29]. The activities of PD which usually 
have been observed in high voltage (HV) equipment, for example in on HV insulation system, 
causes a movement of charge. The charge movement tends to reduce the potential between the 
electrodes until more charge arrives from the supply.  
The forms of insulators are mostly impure and due to this impurity, bubbles (void) are 
created within the insulating material. As a result, the insulation region is weakened and it 
causes PD to appear. The phenomena can be explained simply: the dielectric constant of the 
void is less compared to its surroundings which consequently causes insulation failure in HV 
equipment. PDs usually occur at the void, subsequently creating bad conductor profiles in the 
devices. As time passes by, the discharge causes a significant degradation to the insulator 
although such discharges have less magnitude.  Failure will then occur in the insulation system 
due to the occurrence of discharge.  
PD detection and measurement is therefore important and necessary to foresee the 
insulation life in HV power equipment. Three types of PD phenomena are as shown in Fig. 
2.1(a-d) [29]: 
 
(a) Corona discharge: Non-uniformity of electric field on sharp edges of the conductor 
results in corona discharge. For the aforementioned type of discharge, the insulation supplied is 
either gas, air or liquid [29]. The discharge appears for a long duration around the bare 
conductor. The insulation systems are not directly affected by them, contrary to system-like 
internal and surface discharge. Only by the indirect action of ozone formed by corona 
deteriorates insulating materials used. 
 
(b) Surface discharge: Surface discharge usually takes place outside the power equipment 
or on interfaces of dielectric material. This may occur in bushing, underground cable, overhead 
lines terminals or any point on insulator surface between electrodes. Various factors affect the 
occurrence of such discharge, such as permittivity of the dielectric material used, voltage 
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distribution between the conductors and the properties of the insulating medium where PD 
occurs. PD produced due to leaning trees on CC lines is known as surface discharges.   
 
(c)  Internal discharge: Internal discharge occurs inside a system. The discharge which 
happens in the void belongs to such a PD type. The properties of the insulating material which is 
used in HV power equipment are given by the PD measurement system. The PD measurements 
are executed using different methods. The generation and dissipation of energy related with 
electrical discharge is the principle behind the measurement of PD, i.e. generation of 
electromagnetic waves, dissipation of heat energy, light and formation of noise, etc. A number 
of types of discharge, such as cavity discharge and treeing channel are included among the 
internal discharge PD phenomena [29], [30]. 
(i) Treeing channel: high intensity fields produced at the sharp edges in an 
insulating material which consequently deteriorate the insulating material. As a result, 
continuous PD, called a treeing channel is produced.  
(ii) Cavity discharge: Usually happens in solid or liquid insulating materials since 
the cavities are generally formed in those materials. The cavity is generally filled with 
gas or air. The discharges take place when the gas in the cavity is over stressed. 
 
Fig. 2.1 Various types of PD in the HV insulating material. (a) Corona or gas discharges, (b) surface 
discharges, (c) treeing channel and (d) cavity discharge [9]. 
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2.2 PD effect on insulating system 
 
The main reason for the degradation and electrical breakdown of insulating material is 
the appearance of PD. The repetition of discharge is the reason for degradation of the insulating 
material, both mechanically and chemically. The effect of discharge on the insulation system of 
HV equipment is severe. Chemical changes in the dielectric result in the rising conductivity of 
the insulating material.  Dielectrics are classified into several types, i.e. inorganic dielectrics and 
organic dielectrics. Generally the inorganic dielectrics such as porcelain, glass and mica have 
higher immunity. Polymer dielectrics belong to the class of organic dielectrics. 
 In general, PD generates energy in the heat form. The main reason for degradation of 
the insulation is the heat energy. This effect is known as the thermal effect on insulating 
materials used. For HV power equipment, the PD activities make it possible to know the 
deterioration of the insulation. Time to time monitoring of PD activity by the power engineer or 
power manager at the time of manufacturing as well as during operation should be performed. 
Careful design and manufacturing, and selection of proper insulating material can help to 
prevent the PD. In other words, PDs prevention and detection are essential for a secure, long-
period of operation of HV equipment.   
 
2.3 PD detection methods 
 
There are various methods for PD measurement based on both electrical and non-
electrical phenomena. The most well-known methods for measurement of PDs are [38]-[44]: 
 
(a) Optical detection method: In this method, light is dissipated in the form of ionization 
excitation process during the appearance of the discharge. The emission of the light is 
dependent on the insulating medium used and other parameters like temperature and pressure. 
An insulating material which is transparent type is usable for this detection method.  Difficulties 
arise in cases of HV transformer implementation due to the opaque nature of mineral oil. 
  
(b) Acoustic detection method: Acoustic sensors are placed outside the HV equipment for 
detection of PDs for this kind of method [31], [32]. The method is efficient to perceive and 
encode the acoustic signal generated during a PD event. Acoustic methods have many 
advantages over the other methods, for example it is unaffected by electromagnetic disturbances 
(EMD), which can reduce the sensitivity of electrical methods [32]. However, due to the nature 
of acoustic wave propagation, it is complicated to be applied in a non-homogeneous device such 
as a HV transformer.   
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(c) Chemical detection method: In the chemical method, PDs are detected by observing the 
chemical changes in the composition of insulating material used in HV power equipment. In this 
method, PD diagnosis extensively uses dissolve gas analysis (DGA) and high performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC). DGA gives the PD information in terms of the volume of gas 
produced and the products, such as glucose and degraded forms of glucose produced due to 
degradation of the insulation, are measured by HPLC [31], [32]. The chemical detection method 
does not give the information about PD characteristics and the location of PDs, which are the 
drawbacks in this detection technique. This happens because of the insolubility properties of 
glucose in mineral oil and the degraded form of it, is unstable in nature. Furthermore, 
complicated instrumentation and its analysis process are required during online monitoring PD 
activity. 
 
(d) Electrical detection method: The electrical detection method is one of the most popular 
methods in HV power equipment for PD measurement. It focuses on the appearance of the 
current and voltage pulse generated by the current streamer in the void as well as impurities 
[31]. The pulses are of less than one second duration and the variation of frequency components 
are in the range of kHz to MHz. The shape of the pulse and occurrence of phase location within 
the alternating current (AC) cycle gives the information about PD type and information about 
insulation failure. A time domain recording device is used to observe PD impulses in this 
detection method. Various signal processing methods are applicable for identification and 
location of the PD signal. This method is also applicable for online electrical PD detection. Both 
broadband and narrowband electrical noises are found during the operation of HV power 
equipment. It is not easy to separate these noises and PDs. The impulses which are received in 
this detection method depend on the location of the PD source. This method has some 
drawbacks but has wide application in power systems which helps the power engineer and 
technician by giving necessary and important information regarding the characteristics, 
appearance of different PD types as well as about the occurrence of insulation failure in HV 
power equipment (for instance, transformer, cable, overhead CC, etc). In this work, the 
electrical detection method has been used in a simulated study and experimental set-up to 
measure and localize PD in CC overhead lines in a distribution system.   
 
2.4 Factors influencing the dielectric strength of insulating material 
 
 There are some essentials requirements for the insulating materials used for HV 
equipment [29]. The first thing that should be taken into account is that the insulation resistance 
and the dielectric strength of the material should be high. The insulating material should also 
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have good mechanical properties. In addition, the materials should be unaffected by any other 
chemicals. In term of high dielectric strength, there are some factors, or conditions, which affect 
the dielectric strength of the materials. These main factors are temperature, spacing between the 
electrodes and the presence of impurity. 
The function of the insulation depends on the operating temperature. When the 
temperature gets higher, so does the degree of degradation and this will lower the life of the 
insulating material. Thus, temperature has an undesirable effect on the dielectric strength of the 
insulating material and depends upon the types of materials used in the HV power equipment. 
The temperature at which the power equipment operates is responsible for degradation of 
insulating material used. The characteristics of the strength of the material used and the 
temperature at which equipment operates is, therefore, inversely proportional.  
The breakdown strength of the insulation depends upon its width, electrode shape and 
the material used for insulation. The size and shape of the electrodes are responsible for 
determining the volume of medium subjected to high electrical stress. The impurity content 
particles increase with increases in volumes. A large content of impurity particles will lower the 
breakdown voltage of the space between electrodes and the presence of impurity has a direct 
effect on the insulating material which is used on the power equipment. The strength of the 
dielectric liquid used in HV equipment decreases to 70% as a consequence of impurity content 
such as metal particles. Impurity includes solid particles: carbon, wax, cellulose fiber and acids. 
Moreover impurity content creates imperfections on the insulation region. 
The dielectric strength of insulating material which is used in power equipment is also 
affected by other factors, i.e. the thickness of the specimen and the level of humidity. The 
thickness of the specimen is directly proportional to the dielectric strength of the insulating 
material, where as a surface condition like humidity is inversely proportional to the dielectric 
strength of the material.  
When a solid or a liquid electrical insulation system is under HV stress, a small portion 
of the system might go through a process of dielectric breakdown. Such a process is called PD. 
The PDs within an insulation system may or may not reveal any visible discharges as the 
discharge events tend to have a more sporadic character. The effects of PD within CC, cables 
and other HV equipment can lead to complete malfunction and thus should not be treated 
lightly. PD can potentially cause serious problems amongst HV equipment. The PD 
phenomenon usually commences within the voids, cracks, in bubbles within liquid dielectrics or 
inclusion within the solid insulating medium. In addition, PDs also occur at the boundaries 
between the different insulating materials, contamination, poor conductor profiles and floating 
metal-work in the HV equipment [33]-[36]. The electrical PD detection methods are based on 
the appearance of the PD current or voltage pulse across the test object or large HV power 
apparatus. In this work, the CC line is the object for the PD test and the measuring sensor 
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employed is the Rogowski coil.  
 
2.5 Rogowski coil as a PD sensor  
 
Since 1912, the Rogowski coil has been used to measure the magnetic fields and has 
been extensively used for measuring fast, high-frequency transient currents in the range of 
mega-amperes rather than for measurements in power systems [6], [64], [65]. The Rogowski 
coils have become more suitable for those applications since the microprocessor-based 
protection relays and measurement devices have been improved and have generally been used 
[9]. Due to their advantages of low insertion loss and reduced size as compared to an equivalent 
current transformer (CT), Rogowski coils have become an increasingly popular method of 
measuring current within power electronics equipment [14]. They are the favored method of 
high frequency current measurements having more suitable features than CTs and other iron-
cored devices. The inherent linearity and wide dynamic range features of the Rogowski coils 
make them useful for transient measurements. The geometry and construction of the Rogowski 
coil, and its corresponding simulated circuit are shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3. In Fig. 2.2, d1, 
d2, and drc are the inner, outer, and transducer diameters of the Rogowski coil, respectively.  
 
Fig. 2.2  Geometry and construction of the Rogowski coil [3]. 
 
Fig. 2.3  The Rogowski coil corresponding circuit (lumped parameters model) [3]. 
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The working principle of the Rogowski coil has been explained in [3], where the 
Rogowski coil operates on the basic principle of Faraday’s law. The air-cored coil is placed 
around the conductor and the current pulses produced by PDs are to be measured. These pulses 
produce a magnetic field and the rate of change in current induces a voltage in the coil given as 
[3]: 
 ?????? ? ??
?????
??
        (2.1)  
vrc(t) is the voltage induced in the coil, i(t) is the current flowing in the conductor, and M is the 
the mutual inductance between the main current and the coil. Meanwhile, Zout  is the terminating 
impedance of the Rogowski coil, where Rl, Ll, and Cl are the lumped resistance, inductance, and 
capacitance of the coil, respectively [3], [37].    
By assuming that the Rogowski coil has negligible impedance, the approximate 
measured voltage at the output terminal becomes [3]: 
 ???????? ? ?????? ? ??
?????
??
      (2.2) 
So the current following through the conductor is [3]: 
 ???? ? ? ?
???????????                                                           (2.3)  
The Rogowski coil sensor has a very wide frequency response and there is no 
conductive coupling between the coil sensors and the test object. Furthermore, the coil 
installation does not require disconnection of the grounding leads of the test objects and 
therefore becomes a non-intrusive sensor which is a very important aspect for on-site, online 
monitoring. It can posses a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) with a broad frequency bandwidth. 
Since there is no saturation due to the air-cored coil, it is not damaged by over current. Due to 
the absence of magnetic materials, it also has very good linearity. The Rogowski coil based PD 
measurement system is a low cost solution and can easily be implemented on-site due to its light 
weight [3]. These advantages are important for online PD measurements. It is for all these 
reasons that Rogowski coils are preferred over conventional PD sensors to take measurements 
for detecting leaning trees on CC overhead distribution lines.  
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3- Single-end measurement-based online three-phase PD monitoring 
system for CC overhead lines 
 
 
An Electromagnetic transient program-Alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP) 
simulation environment is used to evaluate the performance of an online three-phase partial 
discharge (PD) monitoring system for covered-conductor (CC) overhead distribution lines. The 
model is developed using an EMTP-ATP environment, brief details of the set-up are given 
below.    
 
3.1 Electromagnetic transient program-Alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP) 
  
The EMTP is a computer program for simulating electromagnetic, electromechanical, 
and control system transients on multiphase electric power systems. It was first developed as a 
digital computer counterpart to the analogue transient network analyzer (TNA). Many other 
capabilities have been added to the EMTP over the years and it has become a standard program. 
One of the EMTP’s major advantages is its flexibility for accurate modeling and experienced 
users can apply the program to a wide variety of studies. The cost and space considerations of 
analogue simulation give preference to the EMTP program. For example, it is not possible with 
scaled down analogue models to simulate the distributed nature of transmission line parameters 
[45]-[47].  
 The ATP was started as a new program updated from the EMTP, but with different 
commercialization. Therefore, the ATP manual is just a complete set of rules for EMTP inputs 
and outputs. However, there are slight differences such as circuit-breaker models which are 
embedded in the EMTP but they are not set in the ATP. To overcome this drawback, the ATP 
includes transient analysis control system (TACS) controlled resistance that can provide breaker 
arc interaction. For more flexible of a programming language, MODELS has been recently 
introduced to interact with the source code of the ATP. 
ATPDraw is a graphical and mouse-driven preprocessor to the ATP version of the 
EMTP program on the Microsoft-Windows platform where the user can construct an electrical 
circuit using the mouse and by selecting components from menus [50], [51]. Then, an ATP 
input file is generated according to its codes. Most of the standard components of the ATP, as 
well as TACS and MODELS are supported in ATPDraw. Line or cable modeling is also 
included where the user specifies the geometry and material data and has an option to view the 
cross-section graphically and to verify the model in the frequency domain.  
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The EMTP-ATP contains various models to represent CC overhead distribution lines. 
These models can account for tower geometry, bundling and earth resistivity. The user can 
select any of these models for overhead CC lines such as lumped or distributed parameters, 
frequency independent or frequency-dependent models. The choice of the CC overhead line 
model is dependent on a number of factors, such as the length of the lines, the nature of the 
simulation (fault, surges, dynamic stability, etc), and the fidelity of the results. The following 
are the various options for CC overhead line models in the EMTP-ATP [51], [52]: 
1. Bergeron/Clark model: Distributed parameter model including the traveling wave 
phenomena. However, it represents the line resistances at both ends as a lumped 
element. 
2. PI-model: Nominal PI-equivalent model with lumped parameters, which is suitable for 
the simulation of short lines. 
3. Noda-model: Frequency-dependent model. This algorithm models the frequency-
dependent transmission lines and cables directly in the phase domain. 
4. Semlyen-model: Frequency-dependent simple fitted model. The Semlyen model was one 
of the first frequency-dependent line models. It may, however give inaccurate or 
unstable solutions at high frequencies. 
5. JMarti-model: Frequency-dependent model with constant transformation matrix that is 
suitable for simulating the traveling wave phenomena in long transmission lines. 
 
3.2 Overview of experimental set-up for online single-phase PD monitoring system 
 
For single-end measurement, an online single-phase PD monitoring system designed to 
measure a PD due to a leaning tree on CC overhead lines has already been simulated and 
experimentally verified by a previous researcher as presented in [3]. The corresponding model 
of the PD monitoring system (including CC line and Rogowski coil) is shown in Fig. 3.1, where 
three main parts of the model are a pulse calibrator as a PD source, a Rogowski coil as a PD 
sensor, and the CC as the medium for distribution lines. The parameters model is listed in Table 
3.1. The  online  single-phase  PD  monitoring  system  was  modeled  in  an EMTP-ATP  
simulation environment.  
In [3], two sets of PD measurements have already been performed on the CC line. Here, 
the summary of the work is explained. First measurement was done to calibrate the PD 
monitoring system where a pulse of known magnitude is injected into the conductor by a pulse 
calibrator, and the Rogowski coil measurements are taken at points P1 and P2, as shown in Fig. 
3.2 (a). In the second measurement, the conductor is energized with 20 kV distribution voltages 
and knife traces are made on the conductor insulation. A pine tree is leaned against the 
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conductor at point PT on the conductor where the knife traces are made and the Rogowski coil 
measurements are taken at point P2 as shown in Figs. 3.2 (b), 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.  
  
Fig. 3.1  ATPDraw circuit for online single-phase PD monitoring system [3]. 
Table 3.1 Parameters model for online single-phase PD monitoring system [3] 
Model parameters Measured or used values 
Resistance, Rl 0.11 Ω 
Inductance, Ll 0.6 μH 
Capacitance, Cl 50.3 pF 
Terminating impedance, Zout 2 kΩ 
Impedance of Rogowski coil cable 50 Ω 
Impedance of CC line 350 Ω 
Grounding capacitor 500 pF 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2  Single-line diagram for online PD measuring system with: (a) pulse calibrator, (b) leaning tree 
with the line is energized with a 20 kV supply [3]. 
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Fig. 3.3  A pine tree leaning on the CC line [3]. 
 
  
Fig. 3.4  Knife traces are made and a pine tree is leaned on the conductor insulation [3]. 
 
From the simulated study and experimental measurements in [3] and [5] as shown in 
Fig. 3.2, it was summarized that the PD produced due to the leaning of a single tree is about 
equivalent to 3 nC. However an average value of a 5 nC pulse calibrator is used for the 
simulated cases as a PD source in order to make the real analysis of a single pine tree leaning on 
the CC line. The amplitude of the PD signal captured by the Rogowski coil due to the leaning of 
a pine tree on a CC line at a distance of 3.5 km is less than 1 mV. There are further two  
important  points  which  have  been  found  from  the  measurements and simulations above. 
First, the PD signals are highly attenuated while propagating along the CC line. The second 
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point is that the PD signals measured at different locations will have different frequency bands 
which are in the range of MHz [3].  
 
3.3 Comparative study of online three-phase PD monitoring systems for CC 
overhead lines  
 
In this work, which is a continuation or extended model to the online single phase PD 
monitoring system in [3], a three-phase PD monitoring system for CC overhead distribution 
lines is developed based on single-end measurement. It would be interesting to analyze the PD 
measurements for practical three-phase CC lines that are normally mounted at a height of more 
than 8 m. For this purpose, the CC line characteristics for a real situation at a height of 8 m 
above ground level can be calculated from the theoretical model, and are used in simulation 
with the parameters of: resistance, 0.54 /m, propagation velocity 288 x106 m/s, and 
characteristic impedance, 475  [53], [99].  The simulated models for the online three-phase PD 
monitoring system are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.10. These models have been developed using 
two different types of CC overhead lines, which are, the Clark and JMarti models. The model 
includes the Rogowski coil as PD sensor, the three-phase CC overhead lines and the capacitance 
as terminating impedance at the end of CC lines. The pulse calibrator is used to produce a 
simulated PD signal similar to the PD pulse which results from a leaning tree on CC overhead 
lines. In [3], the PD pulse produced due to a leaning pine tree on a CC line has already been 
calculated, and is simulated in EMTP-ATP (see Fig. 3.6). The PD signal will travel towards the 
end of CC lines. The Rogowski coils located at a certain distance will measure the traveled PD 
signals. The Rogowski coil parameters for simulations are the same as what have been used in 
the modeling of the single-phase PD monitoring system [3]. However, the sensors are located on 
each phase which are labeled as RCA, RCB, and RCC. 
The present model is investigated under various PD source conditions. The performance 
comparisons of the online PD monitoring system modeling are evaluated. Then the localization 
of the PD source is done by using a time of arrival (TOA) method for a single-end 
measurement. The best model for CC overhead lines is evaluated, and then used for the next 
following work.  
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3.3.1 PD monitoring system using Clark model as CC line 
 
In the simulations, four scenarios which produce PD are investigated. The scenarios are:  
i. A tree is leaning on phase A (the pulse calibrator is injected on phase A)  
ii. A tree is leaning on phases A and B (the pulse calibrator is injected on phase A 
and B) 
iii. A tree is leaning on each phase A, B, and C (the pulse calibrator is injected on 
phases A, B, and C) 
iv. Two trees are leaning on phase A (the pulse calibrator with magnitude twice as 
much as the first three scenarios is injected on phase A). 
 
The PD measurements are taken at a distance of 3.5 km from the leaning trees on the CC lines. 
This distance is used to avoid the interference of any signal reflections coming from the 
termination of the CC line into the actual PD measurements [55].  
 
 
Fig. 3.5 ATPDraw circuit for online three-phase PD monitoring system for CC lines using Clark model 
[56]. 
The PD monitoring system for CC line using Clark model is done for the three various 
scenarios (cases i, ii, and iii). The simulation results are shown in Figs. 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9, 
respectively. For case (i), the PD pulse captured by the Rogowski coil at phase A initiates at       
t = 12.16 

s as shown in Fig. 3.7 (a). The value of propagation velocity v used in simulations is 
288 x 106 m/s. Therefore, the distance traveled by the signal until it reaches the point of 
insertion of the Rogowski coil is s = vt = 3.502 km, which is in good agreement with the value 
used in simulation (3.5 km). This reveals that the simulated PD monitoring system can be used 
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to detect the PDs resulting from a leaning tree as well as localizing the leaning tree on the CC 
lines.  
The signal at the PD sensor at phase A is stronger due to the leaning of a tree on the 
same phase. However, the signals captured at phases B and C are very weak as shown in Fig. 
3.7(b), because no trees are leaning on these phases. There is a small amount of PD signals due 
to the coupling capacitances of these phases.  
Similar results are also obtained for case (ii) where the PD sensor mounted at phase C 
could not detect the leaning tree on phases A and B as shown in Fig. 3.8. In case (iii), all PD 
sensors have almost similar measurement signals which result from the leaning of a tree on each 
phase as shown in Fig. 3.9. It is worth mentioning that the quantity of PD magnitude detected 
by PD sensors reduces when a tree falls on more than one phase, i.e. PD magnitude is less when  
a tree is leaning on phases A and B, and even lesser when a tree is leaning on all phases. The 
quantity of PD magnitude increases linearly if the number of leaning trees on the same phase 
increases as given in case (iv). 
 
Fig. 3.6  Simulated 5 nC calibrator pulses as PD input voltage. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3.7 Current flowing in CC line and  Rogowski coil PD measurements (voltage signals) resulting from 
the leaning of a tree on phase A, (a) measurements at phase A, (b) measurements at phases B and C. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
  
Fig. 3.8 Current flowing in CC line and  Rogowski coil PD measurements (voltage signals) resulting from 
the leaning of a tree on phase A, and B, (a) measurements at phase A and B, (b) measurements at phase C. 
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Fig. 3.9 Current flowing in CC line and Rogowski coil PD measurements (voltage signals) resulting from 
the leaning of a tree on phase A, B, and C. 
 
3.3.2 PD monitoring system using JMarti model as CC line  
 
It is interesting to model and analyze the online three-phase PD monitoring system for 
CC overhead distribution lines using the frequency-dependent JMarti line model. This model is 
more practical compared to the Clark line model. The main limitation of the Clark model is the 
assumption of considering the parameters constant with respect to the frequency variation. 
Variations of line parameters such as R, L and C as a function of frequency are simply ignored 
when using the Clark model of line. In order to address this deficiency, a frequency-dependent 
line model was developed by J. Marti [57]. In addition, the JMarti (frequency-dependent) line 
model shows a good correlation with actual line responses, being efficient and accurate for most 
simulation cases [58].  
The PD monitoring system which uses the JMarti model for CC line is shown in Fig. 
3.10(a), and the CC lines which consider the medium voltage (MV) feeder configuration are 
given in the Fig. 3.10(b). In order to overcome the numerical instability during ATP execution, 
a separation between the power network and the Rogowski coil is carried out. This separation is 
performed by exporting the measured switch current into the TACS field using sensors type 91. 
Then, a transfer function of unity is used in order to overcome the looping issue. The output of 
the transfer function is considered to be able to control the value of the TACS controlled current   
source. This current source is used as an input to saturable the current transformer (CT) when 
the secondary side is connected by the Rogowski coil cable to the oscilloscope. Simulation 
results for the aforementioned various scenarios explained in 3.3.1 are shown in Figs. 3.11, 
3.12, and 3.13, respectively. 
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   (a) 
 
  (b) 
Diameter over conductor= 9.7mm
Diameter over covered conductor= 14.3mm
r = 0.493 Ω/km
Soil resistivity 200 Ωm 
0.4 m 0.4 m
8 m
  
Fig. 3.10  (a) ATPDraw circuit for online three-phase PD monitoring system for CC lines using the 
JMarti model [60], (b) the MV feeder configuration [63]. 
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The PD pulses for both types of CC lines models are almost similar in time response, 
but have different magnitudes measured by the Rogowski coil. Two pulses which can be seen in 
the JMarti simulations are due to the reflection effect from the CC line. A different impedance 
value, z for both types of CC lines, may cause these results. The impedance z of the CC line for 
the Clark model is manually determined [59]. Whereas for the JMarti CC line model, the 
impedance z is automatically determined by the system. For all cases, the PD pulses captured by 
the Rogowski coil at each faulty phase where the tree is leaning initiate at t = 12.18 

s (Clark 
line model) and 12.15 μs (JMarti line model). The value of propagation velocity v used in 
simulations is 286.69 x 106 m/s for the JMarti line model. Therefore, the distance traveled by 
the PD signal until it reaches the point of insertion of the Rogowski coil is, s = vt = 3.483 km, 
which is almost accurate with the distance used in simulations (3.5 km). The result shows that 
the simulated PD monitoring system can be used to detect the PDs which result from a leaning 
tree as well as localizing the tree on the CC lines.  
One of the major advantages of using the JMarti model is that the faulty phase where 
the tree is leaning can be recognized on the basis of the polarities of the PD pulses obtained 
from the Rogowski coil. The positive polarities of the PD pulses give the value of the PD 
signals detected and negative polarities give information of the phase where there is no PD.  
However, there will be a small signal at the negative polarity due to coupling capacitances 
produced between different phases. The impact of coupling capacitances between the phases is 
higher for the JMarti CC line model compared to the Clark model. It can be seen from the 
simulation results where the signal caused by the coupling capacitance captured by the 
Rogowski coil is higher for the JMarti CC line model. 
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(a) 
 
(b)  
 
Fig. 3.11 Current flowing in CC line and  Rogowski coil PD measurements (voltage signals) resulting 
from the leaning of a tree on phase A, (a) measurements at phase A, (b) measurements at phases B and C. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3.12 Current flowing in CC line and  Rogowski coil PD measurements (voltage signals) resulting 
from the leaning of a tree on phase A and B, (a) measurements at phase A and B, (b) measurements at 
phase C. 
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Fig. 3.13 Current flowing in CC line and  Rogowski coil PD measurements (voltage signals) resulting 
from the leaning of a tree on phase A, B, and C. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
 
The online three-phase PD monitoring system based on single-end measurement is 
simulated in an EMTP-ATP simulation environment. The amplitude of the PD signal captured 
as the result of a tree leaning on a CC line at a distance of 3.5 km is around 0.2 mV in the case 
of a three-phase PD monitoring system. This means we need more PD sensors in three-phase 
cases in a fully working system. It is possible to detect PD signals beyond a distance of 4 km, 
provided there are a few trees leaning on the line or the scratches are impressed on the CC 
insulation by the leaned of trees.  
A comparison of performance between two online three-phase PD monitoring systems 
for CC overhead distribution lines has been performed. Both models can be used to design an 
online PD modeling system for a CC overhead line.  However, more practical results can be 
obtained using the JMarti CC line model, especially for a long CC line. The Clark model is 
acceptable for designing a short CC line. Within the context of this thesis, the JMarti frequency-
dependent model is used for simulating and modeling of CC overhead distribution lines. In the 
following chapters, proposed model is extended to measure the PD source at the double-end of 
CC overhead lines in a distribution system, and the locator algorithm is developed.  
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4- Double-end measurement-based online three-phase PD monitoring 
system for CC overhead lines  
 
 
This chapter extends the previous investigation to the possibilities of implementing an 
online three-phase partial discharge (PD) monitoring system using a Rogowski coil sensor at 
both-ends to detect the PD resulting from a leaning tree on covered-conductor (CC) overhead 
distribution lines. Various PD producing scenarios for a leaning tree on a CC line are also 
investigated. The PD source is detected and localized by comparing the arrival times of the 
pulses captured at different locations and the attenuation of the pulses while propagating over 
the line.  
 
4.1 Three-phase PD monitoring system-based on double-end measurement 
 
The investigation is carried-out to detect and localize the PD caused by a tree leaning on 
CC lines at different phases (various scenarios). Fig. 4.1 shows the schematic concept of the 
online three-phase PD monitoring system when the tree falls onto the CC line. After a certain 
period of time, the PD will be produced [56]. The PD pulse is split into two identical pulses 
traveling in opposite directions provided the impedance seen by the PD source is equal in both 
directions. The location of discharge is found out using the traveling wave technique.  
 The Rogowski coils which act as PD measuring sensors were placed in every phases at 
1 km and 3 km from the PD source at its left and right side, respectively. Rogowski coils RC1, 
RC2, and RC3 (shown in Fig. 4.1) are used to detect the PD pulse traveling to the left side of the 
PD source. The coils RC11, RC22, RC33 are used to detect the PD pulse traveling to the right 
hand side. The PD source location and the affected CC lines (where the tree is leaning) can be 
recognized by comparing the arrival times and signal polarities measured by each Rogowski 
coil. Knowing the total cables length L between the two Rogowski coils and the propagation 
velocity v, the location x from the left hand side of the PD source can be determined as follows 
[61]: 
 	 
Lttvx  212
1
       (4.1) 
where t1 and t2 are the arrival time stamped at the Rogowski coils on the left and right hand 
sides, respectively.  
The simulated system is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The CC lines model is simulated using 
the Electromagnetic transient program-Alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP), in which 
the processing is created using ATPDraw. The CC lines are represented using a frequency-
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dependent JMarti model type which considers the feeder configuration given in Fig. 4.3. The 
CC line model and the feeder configuration are the same as in Chapter 3 which has been 
explained thoroughly in Section 3.3.2. An RLC branch is added at both terminals of the feeder 
for connecting the conductor-end to the ground. The first three scenarios as listed in Chapter 3 
are again considered for modeling. The simulation results are discussed in the next section. 
 
Fig. 4.1 Schematic of online three-phase PD monitoring system for CC overhead distribution lines [63]. 
 
Fig. 4.2  ATPDraw circuit for online three-phase PD monitoring systems for CC overhead distribution 
lines based on double-end measurement [63]. 
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Diameter over conductor= 9.7mm
Diameter over covered conductor= 14.3mm
r = 0.493 Ω/km
Soil resistivity 200 Ωm 
0.4 m 0.4 m
8 m
 
Fig. 4.3 The MV feeder configuration [63]. 
4.2 Simulation results 
 
Figs. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 show the PD measurements for scenarios (i), (ii), and (iii), 
respectively. These measurements are done on each phase at both sides in both time and in 
frequency domains.  
The attenuation of the PD pulses on each phase and each case are almost identical. The 
comparison is carried out using the time domain performance and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
analysis. For case (i), the PD pulses measured by Rogowski coils RC1 and RC11 at phase A 
initiate at t1 = 3.45 µs and t2 = 10.28 µs, as shown in Figs. 4.4 (a) and (b), respectively. The 
propagation velocity v obtained from the simulation in EMTP-ATP is 286.69 x 106 m/s for the 
JMarti CC line model [59]. Using Equation (4.1), the distance of the PD source on phase A is 
calculated to be 1.021 km and 2.979 km from the Rogowski coils located at the left side and 
right side, respectively. From the FFT analysis in Figs. 4.4 (c) and (d), it is clear that the PD 
pulse amplitude is higher at the faulty phase (phase A) compared to the other two phases. The 
resonance frequency of the Rogowski coil occurs at ≈ 5.1 MHz.  
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(a) 
  
(b) 
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(c) 
       
(d) 
  
Fig. 4.4 Rogowski coils response for each phase resulting from a leaning tree at phase A in the time 
domain [(a), (b)], the frequency domain [(c), (d)]. 
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For case (ii), referring to Figs. 4.5 (a), and (b), same concept can be applied to detect the 
PD location and the faulty phase caused by a leaning tree. The PD signals measured by 
Rogowski coils RC1, RC2, RC11, and RC22 are in positive polarity. Although the amplitude 
measured by Rogowski coils RC3 and RC33 at phase C is slightly higher, it is in negative 
polarity. This means that the tree has fallen on phase A and B but not on phase C. The  distance 
of the PD source is 1.020 km and 2.980 km from Rogowski coils located at the left and right 
sides, with the arrival time of t1 = 3.44 µs and t2 = 10.28 µs respectively. The FFT analysis in 
Figs. 4.6 (c) and (d) show that the dominant frequency containing the PD pulse lies in the 
frequency range of 5.0 - 5.2 MHz. The amplitude of measured voltage signal at phase C is 
higher due to the summation of coupling capacitances effect from phase A and B. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
  
(c) 
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(d) 
  
Fig. 4.5 Rogowski coils response for each phase resulting from the leaning of a tree at phases A, and B in 
time domain [(a), (b)], frequency domain [(c), (d)]. 
 
For case (iii), referring to Figs. 4.6 (a) and (b), the measured voltage signal by 
Rogowski coils at phase A, B, and C are similar with arrival of times of t1 = 3.43 µs and t2 
=10.27 µs. The distance of the PD source is 1.019 km from Rogowski coils RC1, RC2, and RC3, 
and located at distance of 2.981 km from Rogowski coils RC11, RC22, and RC33.  It is clearly 
seen that the tree has fallen on all phases and are produced PDs. The FFT analysis in Figs.4.6 
(c) and (d) show that the resonance frequency for this case occurs at 5.1 MHz.  
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(c) 
 
(d) 
 
Fig. 4.6 Rogowski coils response for each phase resulting from the leaning of a tree on phases A, B, and 
C in the time domain [(a),(b)], the frequency domain [(c), (d)]. 
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4.3 Discussion 
 
An EMTP-ATP simulation environment is used to represent the online three-phase PD 
monitoring system for CC overhead distribution lines based on double-end measurement. The 
system is designed to detect  and  localize   PD   sources  at   different  conditions and locations  
caused by a tree leaning  on  CC  lines. Three such cases have been studied. Attenuation of the 
PD signal which defines its frequency band depends on the distance the signal has traveled. The 
attenuation is frequency-dependent and it increases by increased frequency of the propagated 
signals. As the PD pulse travels along the CC line, the higher frequency components of the 
pulse are heavily attenuated. The attenuation (and propagation velocity) in the CC line is 
strongly influenced by its location, i.e. the height of the conductor-core above the ground level. 
The attenuation decreases and propagation velocity increases by increasing the height of the CC 
line above ground level [23], [54], [102]. In addition, the PD signal amplitude measured by the 
Rogowski coil also depends on the number of leaning trees as described in Chapter 3, and the 
number of affected CC lines.  
It is good to note that the main cause of pollution on the CC line in Finland is due to 
snow. The effect of snow on the wave propagation characteristics of the bare conductor has 
already been investigated in [54], [102]. It is revealed that the admittance is increased by the 
snow. The increase of the admittance depends on the depth, density, and temperature of the 
snow. The effect of snow on the attenuation constant increases and that on the propagation 
velocity and characteristic impedance decreases, as the frequency increases. The effect of snow 
on the wave propagation characteristics of a CC line are expected to be the same as the effects 
of snow as mentioned for bare conductor. 
Based on previous results in [3], [5], and simulation works presented in this Chapter, 
3.5 - 4 km is found to be the suitable distance to measure a PD pulse in CC overhead lines. This 
distance is selected to ensure the measured data to be useful in practice, especially in the multi-
end measurement case which requires three measuring points (presented in the following 
chapters).  
The disadvantage of the PD locator explained in this chapter is that its accuracy depends 
on the propagation velocity, v of the traveling wave and the time synchronization. The 
improvements in this simple PD locator algorithm are presented in the next chapters.   
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5- Three measuring points for PD location on CC overhead lines: 
experimental and algorithm evaluation  
 
 
There are two important components in any online partial discharge (PD) measurement 
system. These are the sensors and the measurement system itself. The use of a correct sensor 
will greatly improve the PD detection because different sensors have their own strengths and 
weaknesses. There are reported experiments which investigate the high frequency characteristic 
of the Rogowski coil and represent the model of the coil [5], [6], [9], [14], [37], [63]-[65]. Such 
evaluation is not sufficient to test its enhancement in locating PD sources especially for 
covered-conductor (CC) overhead lines. Furthermore, the evaluation should be done by 
considering practical implementations, such as testing the performance with multi-measuring 
sensors and with the fundamental alternating current (AC) source. 
An experimental analysis is performed to evaluate the PD measurement system 
performance and a locator algorithm for PD location on CC overhead distribution lines is 
developed. A multi-end measuring method with three measuring points is chosen as a technique 
to locate the PD source point on the line. A power transformer is used to energize one end of the 
CC line by the AC voltage source. The tests are carried out with different measurement 
conditions, such as offline and online PD measurement systems. For the offline measurements, 
the pulse similar to the characteristic of the PD signal is generated using a pulse calibrator 
where the CC line is not energized. Meanwhile for online measurements, two methods have 
been used to generate live PD signals with the CC line energized via a power transformer. The 
methods are by twisting a coil around the CC and by leaning a tree onto the CC line.  
The physical geometrical size of Rogowski coil used in this work is listed in Table 5.1. 
The geometry and physical configuration of Rogowski coil can be seen in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.  
 
Table 5.1 Geometry of the Rogowski Coil 
Geometrical Parameters Specifications 
Inner Diameter, d1 101 mm 
Outer diameter, d2 109 mm 
Transducer diameter, drc 8 mm 
Number of turn, Nrc 1900 
 
5.1 Experimental measurement set-up 
 
The first experimental set-up shown in Fig. 5.1 was arranged in the high voltage (HV) 
laboratory at the School of Electrical Engineering, Aalto University, Finland. A, B, and C, are 
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measuring points of the Rogowski Coil, Cg is the terminating capacitance to the ground. LAB is 
the distance between Rogowski coils A and B, LBC is the distance between Rogowski coils B 
and C. Meanwhile LA, LB, and LC are the distance from each Rogowski coil to the PD source 
point, respectively. A feeder with only two CC overhead lines is installed due to the shortage of 
the CC cable. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the CC overhead lines was laid at a height  approximately 8 
m above the ground level, and each feeder end was terminated with capacitor Cg, 500 pF to the 
ground. Rogowski coils A, B and C are looped around the CC and connected to the oscilloscope 
to measure the PD pulse propagation to both sides of the CC lines. A fast digitizing oscilloscope 
(DSO), model Lecroy 9384TM was used to capture the waveforms of the Rogowski coils. The 
sampling frequency used in the measurements was 2.5 GHz. An identical trigger value was used 
on the three measuring channels to order to synchronize the measured signals. The signals were 
displayed on the oscilloscope and the data was stored for further processing and features 
extraction.  
 
 
 
A B C  AC Source
PD source
LAB LBC
LC
LBLA
Cg110/20 kV
 
Fig. 5.1 The experimental configuration.  
 
Two concepts were used to experimentally generate the PD signals. They are:  
i) Pulse calibrator, for calibrating the PD measurement system, and to inject a PD 
source into the CC line during offline measurement (without energized 11.5 kV 
AC voltage source), 
ii) Twisting a coil around the CC as shown in Fig. 5.3. The coil is connected to the 
ground via a 1000 pF capacitor to create a pulse like the PD source during 
online measurement (energized 11.5 kV AC voltage source). This idea of 
producing PD is based on the theory of two metallic electrodes having 
insulation between them with cavity towards the grounded electrode. The 
conductor inside the insulation (covered-conductor) is one electrode and the 
inductive coil is the second electrode. Insulation of CC is the insulation 
between the two electrodes while the air gap of the coil conductor and 
insulation can be considered as a gap or cavity. This cavity contains air as its 
insulating medium. The electric field collapses when the voltage stress between 
electrodes increases the inception voltage for this air gap to initiate high 
frequency pulses [66].    
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Fig. 5.2 500 pF capacitor used as terminating impedance to the ground, and the position of the Rogowski 
coil. 
 
Fig. 5.3 The position of the Rogowski coil and twisted coil on the CC line. 
 
Both concepts create two traveling waves which travel in opposite directions towards 
the power transformer and CC line end. Usually, the supply transformer end is not strictly an 
open circuit because of the shunt capacitance of the transformer windings. Therefore, the 
traveling wave is reflected from the transformer end with the surge impedance of the 
transformer as its termination. To avoid this reflection, a 1000 pF capacitor was inserted at the 
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end of the transformer. Fig. 5.4 shows the power transformer; 110/20 kV was used to energize 
the AC voltage up to 11.5 kV/phase (20 kV system). The experimental measurement has been 
tested in a noisy environment, the noise being generated using an energized three-phase power 
transformer 20 kV / 410 V AC, as shown in Fig. 5.4, where it was under certain test conditions 
to generate broadband interference white noises.  
 
Fig. 5.4 Power Transformer used to generate AC voltage up to 11.5 kV/phase on the CC line. 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in practice PD is produced by a leaning tree which leads to 
the deteriorating of the conductors through chemical, thermal and electrical mechanisms after a 
certain period of time. However, based on [3] and [5], a real PD source due to surface discharge 
can be created instantly using a leaning tree on an energized CC line. In [3], an experimental 
measurement to study the characterization of PD signals due to the aforementioned reason has 
been done in HV laboratory measurement. In this measurement, only one measuring sensor was 
used to measure the PD signals and the PD was located using the single-end measurement 
technique.  
The second online PD measurement in this work was performed with an Aspen 
(Populous Trimula) tree leaned on the CC line as shown in Fig. 5.5 (a, b, c), with the same 
experimental configuration as in Fig. 5.1. However, the CC line was installed at only 3 m above 
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the ground level compared to 8 m from the first experimental setup to make it suitable to use a 
leaning tree in the HV laboratory. The tree was earthed to the ground point. Its resistance which 
was measured at 3 m height from the ground level after 5 kV DC voltage source is applied was 
found equal to 600 MΩ. The sampling frequency used in this measurement was 2.0 GHz. There 
was no noise source generated during this measurement.  
 (a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
Fig. 5.5 (a), (b), (c) Experimental measurement set-up for PD detection and location resulting from a tree 
leaning on the CC line. 
 
Fig. 5.6 shows that the PD diagnosis tool was used to measure the PD energy. The 
energy produced is found to be 3.93 nC after the CC line was energized by a 11.5 kV AC 
voltage source. There was no knife traces made on the insulator. This reveals that the PD could 
be produced immediately after a tree is leaning on the CC line in a real outdoor scenario. In 
[49], PDs produced due to a leaning pine tree on a 20 kV CC line in laboratory measurement 
were of magnitude around 3 nC. This amount could be higher in a real outdoor scenario, 
considering the larger scale and the potentially higher number of leaning trees on the line after 
heavy storms.   
 
Fig. 5.6 Measurement of PD energy produced due to resulting from a tree leaning on the CC line. 
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5.1.1 Results of offline PD measurement system - PD produced by a pulse calibrator 
 
This measurement was performed without energizing the AC power source on the CC 
line. The distances between each Rogowski coil is set as LAB = 5.2 m and LBC = 4.5 m (referring 
to the network shown in Fig. 5.1). The Calibrator signals for 5 nC, 10 nC, 20 nC and 50 nC 
pulses were injected at a distance of LB = 0.9 m in section AB. Different values of calibrator 
signals were used in order to obtain reliable verification of PD measurement system 
performance response. The measured PD signals for each pulse calibrator value using Rogowski 
coils A, B, and C in the time and frequency domains are shown in Figs. 5.7 to 5.10.  
From Figs. 5.7 to 5.10, the PD signals measured by the Rogowski coils for the injected 
10 nC, 20 nC, and 50 nC pulse calibrator are clearly seen compared to the injected 5 nC pulse 
calibrator, both in the time and frequency domains. For the injected 5 nC pulse calibrator, the 
measured signal is corrupted by noise due to the low PD signal level. The amplitude of the PD 
signals measured by the Rogowski coils varies from 30 mV up to 700 mV depending on the 
injected pulse calibrator values. Referring to Figs. 5.7 to 5.10 (d, e, f), the frequency range for 
the PD signal is from 500 kHz up to 3 MHz. The other frequencies components are considered 
as noise. Even though this is an offline measurement, (without the CC line energized), the effect 
of noise due to the energized 20 kV / 410 V AC transformer can be seen. This can be explained 
as follows: after the PD pulse is injected, the CC line acts as a long antenna which then picks the 
noise from the transformer which then propagates along the CC line together with the PD pulse.  
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                                                  Frequency [Hz] 
Fig. 5.7 Rogowski coil response for the injected 5 nC pulse calibrator; (a), (b), (c) in the time domain, (d), 
(e), (f) in the frequency domain for Rogowski coils A, B and C, respectively. 
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                                               Frequency [Hz] 
Fig. 5.8 Rogowski coil response for the injected 10 nC pulse calibrator; (a), (b), (c) in the time domain, 
(d), (e), (f) in the frequency domain for Rogowski coils A, B and C, respectively. 
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                                             Frequency [Hz] 
Fig. 5.9 Rogowski coil response for the injected 20 nC pulse calibrator; (a), (b), (c) in the time domain, 
(d), (e), (f) in the frequency domain for Rogowski coils A, B and C, respectively. 
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                                                    Frequency [Hz] 
Fig. 5.10 Rogowski coil response for the injected 50 nC pulse calibrator; (a), (b), (c) in the time domain, 
(d), (e), (f) in the frequency domain for Rogowski coils A, B and C, respectively. 
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5.1.2 Results of online PD measurement system 
 
5.1.2.1 PD produced by twisted-coil around the CC line 
 
Referring again to Fig. 5.1, different distances between Rogowski coils considered for 
this set-up are LAB = 4.7 m and LBC = 5.0 m. The PD source is set at LB = 2.5 m in section BC. 
The measured signals from the Rogowski coils in both time and frequency domains at points A, 
B, and C are shown in Fig. 5.11.  
     
 
 
Fig. 5.11 Rogowski coil response for PD signals due to twisted-coil with energized AC power source; (a), 
(b), (c) in the time domain, (d), (e), (f) in the frequency domain for coils A, B and C, respectively. 
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It is revealed that the dominant frequency contents in this measurement are in the range 
of 3 MHz -10 MHz, which is slightly higher than the case of PD measurement using a pulse 
calibrator (offline measurement). The maximum amplitude of the PD signal measured in this 
setup is found to be 2.5 V which is almost 5 times higher than the PD signal measured after 
injecting the 50 nC calibrator pulse. The noise level for online measurement with the AC source 
is not clearly seen in the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) plot due to higher PD amplitudes created 
in this set-up. Noise affected by the power line source and the energized 20 kV / 410 V AC 
transformer can be seen in the time domain plot.  
 
5.1.2.2 PD produced by a tree leaning on the CC line 
 
Fig. 5.1 is again referred to in this case. The distances between Rogowski coils were 
equally set to LAB = LBC = 6.5 m. The tree has been leaned at a distance of LB = 3.4 m in section 
BC. The measured signals from the Rogowski coils in the time domain and frequency domain at 
points A, B, and C are shown in Fig. 5.12 (a - f). The maximum amplitude of the PD signal 
measured in this setup is found to be 7.6 mV. The dominant frequency content in this 
measurement is in the range of 3 MHz - 12 MHz.  
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Fig. 5.12 Rogowski coil response for PD signals resulting from a tree leaning on the CC line; (a), (b), (c) 
in the time domain, (d), (e), (f) in the frequency domain for Rogowski coils A, B and C, respectively.  
 
5.1.3 Discussions of the measurement results 
 
 For online measurement using a twisted-coil and a leaning tree, the ranges of PD signal 
frequency is a little higher (3 MHz - 12 MHz) compared to offline measurement using a pulse 
calibrator. These different PD signal frequency ranges produced by the two kinds of 
measurements are no surprise due to the different type of PD generator employed. However, the 
frequency range for the online measurement is acceptable for the PD source measurement 
caused by a leaning tree [3]. The Rogowski coil used in this measurement has a bandwidth from 
500 kHz to 20 MHz. Therefore it does not respond to 50 Hz power signal. Output of Rogowski 
coil is linearly dependent on frequency of the measured current. The bandwidth of the 
Rogowski coil used was from 500 kHz to 20 MHz in which area it gives an accurate 
measurement result. Since the lower limit frequency of bandwidth is four decades above the 
fundamental frequency, 50 Hz is easy to filter out from the measured signals.   
 For the online measurement, the results obtained from the PD produced by a leaning 
tree is higher in magnitude compared to the result from the hand-made twisted coil. The 
magnitude of the PD pulse measured from the leaning tree is more realistic when compared to 
the real PD signal in a real outdoor scenario [3], [5]. Nevertheless, this difference does not 
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affect the main objective of the work, which is to develop and prove the efficiency of the PD 
locator algorithm.  
From both offline and online measurements results, the PD source on the CC overhead 
line is possible to locate based on stamping time of arrival between the measured signals, using 
the locator algorithm presented in the next section.  However, it is quite difficult to determine 
this accurately due to multiple signal peaks and the effect of noise appearance. In order to 
overcome this difficulty, a signal processing tool in the Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) 
environment is employed which is explained below in Section 5.3.    
 
5.2 Locator algorithm based on multi-end traveling wave-based PD location 
 
Traveling wave principles have been used to locate faults in power networks and they 
are also suitable for locating PDs [67], [68]. However, there are aspects affecting the locator 
accuracy, such as the propagation velocity, identification of the arrival time of signals at the 
measuring points and the need for time synchronization for the multi-end locator type.  
In fault location techniques, there are concepts used to eliminate the propagation speed 
needed for the locator function. One of these concepts applies simultaneously the principles of 
both single-end and multi-end locator functions [22]. However, such a concept cannot help to 
locate PD points where the single-end function is not appropriate for the PD signal detection. 
The other concept is by applying double-sided measurements with a minimum three measuring 
points [69], [100]. This concept can successfully help to locate the PD points.  
From the network shown in Fig. 5.1, consider a PD which occurs in section AB of the 
conductor line. The PD source distances from sensors A, B and C can be calculated as follows: 
vTTLL ABAB )(                (5.1)  
vTTLL CBCB )(         (5.2) 
ABBA LLL         (5.3) 
BCABCA LLLL         (5.4) 
Where (TB – TA) is the time difference of the PD arrivals between sensors B and A where its 
acronym is TDBA and similarly (TB – TC), TDBC, is the time difference of PD arrivals between 
sensor B and sensor C. Solving the above equations yields:  

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 BC
BC
BA
ABB LTD
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2
1
          (5.5) 
BABA LLL                (5.6) 
From Equations (5.5) and (5.6), the measured signal at the middle sensor B is considered the 
reference, to which the others are correlated. If the fault is in section BC, the locator equations 
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become:  

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

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BA
BC
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2
1
        (5.7) 
BBCC LLL                 (5.8) 
 
It is clearly seen from Equations (5.5) and (5.7) that the PD source locator algorithm 
proposed in this work does not depend on the value of the wave propagation velocity v, 
although the characteristic of propagation velocity v on CC line, still gives an impact on the 
arrival times stamped at measuring points. This locator algorithm is valid under circumstances 
that the measurements are synchronized and the PD faulty section is identified. The 
identification of the faulty section of the line can be based on the values of the arrival time and 
measured voltage at each Rogowski coil.  
 
5.3 PD-time localization using chirp detector 
 
Frequency Modulation (FM) is a technique that is used in communication systems to 
send information from one point to another by changing the instantaneous sinusoidal carrier 
frequency linearly with the message. In communication applications, the frequency modulation 
has the advantage of more robustness against the noise effect with increased bandwidth 
requirements. A frequency-modulated wave can be written generally in the form as: 
 










t
dmktfAts
0
0 22cos)(                                      (5.9)  
where m(.) is the message information that will cause frequency variations of the sinusoid, and   
k is a sensitivity factor. The instantaneous frequency of the waveform given above is as:  
     tkmftf i  0 Hz       (5.10) 
In [67], this transform has been used to evaluate the performance of chirp detector to 
localize earth faults in MV networks based on a traveling wave fault locator. Theoretically, a 
sudden frequency chirp or frequency modulation occurring in the measured signal at the 
Rogowski coil can be extracted using a frequency demodulator making it possible to identify an 
exact time of the chirp. In order to evaluate this information, the chirp detector is applied on the 
offline PD signal of the injected 20 nC pulse calibrator shown in Fig. 5.9 and the corresponding 
detected chirp is shown in Fig. 5.13. Fig. 5.14 shows the detected chirps of the PD signals due 
to the twisted-coil for the online measurements shown in Fig. 5.11. The noise impacts in Fig. 
5.13 and Fig. 5.14 make it difficult to localize the PD signal source. Therefore, the measured 
signals are denoised before the chirp detector is applied and the corresponding results are shown 
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in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 for offline and online measurements, respectively. The denoising  is 
carried out using DWT as explained in the next chapter. After denoising  the measured 
waveforms, the PD signals are more accurate to be localized.  
Fig. 5.13 Detected chirp of the PD signal without denoising measured at, (a) Rogowski coils A, (b) 
Rogowski coils B, and (c) Rogowski coils C, for the injected 20 nC calibrator pulse.  
 
Fig. 5.14 Detected chirp of the PD signal without denoising measured at, (a) Rogowski coils A, (b) 
Rogowski coils B, and (c) Rogowski coils C, for PD signals due to the twisted-coil with energizing AC 
source. 
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Fig. 5.15 Detected chirp of the denoised PD signal measured at, (a) Rogowski coils A, (b) Rogowski coils 
B, and (c) Rogowski coils C, for the injected 20 nC calibrator pulse.  
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Fig. 5.16 Detected chirp of the denoised PD signal due to the twisted-coil measured at, (a) Rogowski coils 
A, (b) Rogowski coils B, and (c) Rogowski coils C, for online measurement with the energizing AC 
source.  
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Since there is no noise generated during the measurement of PD signals due to the 
leaning tree, no denoising  processing is done to the measured signals in Fig. 5.12. Fig. 5.17 
shows the detected chirp of the corresponding PD signals. 
Fig. 5.17 Detected chirp of the PD signal caused by a leaning tree measured at, (a) Rogowski coils A, (b) 
Rogowski coils B, and (c) Rogowski coils C, for online measurement with the energized AC source.  
 
Different from the previous time of arrival techniques which depend on the first peak of 
time stamping, the signal processing technique presented here identifies the arrival surge 
generated by the same PD source by taking the maximum value of the detected chirps signal. 
This criterion can help to overcome the denoising impacts on the signal without the chirp 
detector, where the low amplitude surges can be removed during the process. If the traveled PD 
surge is removed at one of the measuring nodes, it can produce an error because the locator will 
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distances were 2.5 m and 3.4 m, respectively, in section BC. The results prove the validity of 
using a chirp detector as a signal processing tool in order to localize the PD source on a CC 
overhead line.  
 Due to the experimental limitations in the HV laboratory, the distances used in this 
work are clearly too short. In order to be able to use this algorithm to localize the PD in this 
compact experiment size, a good time resolution has been used where the sampling frequencies 
were 2.5 GHz and 2 GHz, which means that the sampling time is 0.4 ns and 0.5 ns respectively. 
At a wave velocity of 290 x 106 m/s, the distances covered between the two adjacent samples 
are 0.116 m and 0.145 m, which are acceptable with the networks size in meters as in the 
experiments. These sampling frequencies can be reduced when the algorithm is used in a real 
network, where the scale is in kilometers. In other words, a lower sampling frequency can be 
used in the field applications due to the long distances between the allocated sensors. 
 
5.4 Discussion 
The measurement analysis shows that the experimental measurement system and locator 
algorithm developed in this work performed well to detect and locate the PD signal source on 
the CC line. The PD signals initiated during offline and online measurements have different 
frequency ranges. These are due to the different source of PD signals created on the CC line. A 
pulse calibrator is used during offline measurement, while a twisted-coil and a leaning tree are 
used during online measurement. The results obtained from the laboratory measurements also 
confirm the capability of the Rogowski coil to measure the high frequency PD source on the CC 
line in consistency with the energized AC source.  
For all the measured results, the high frequencies signals are extracted using a chirp 
detector. The performance of the chirp detector used as a signal-processing tool in this work 
gives good results in finding an accurate stamping time of arrival between the measured signals. 
The location of the PD signals source can be found using multi-end traveling wave fault locator 
principles. The multi-end traveling wave locator with the two-end synchronized measurements 
method gives in general a good accuracy for the PD location. However, it needs information 
about the wave propagation velocity over the feeder, which is a function of the feeder 
parameters, soil properties and tower configuration. In order to avoid the use of the propagation 
velocity, the multi-end fault locator of three synchronized measurements method can be applied. 
The algorithm of the PD source locator proposed in this work is advantageous since it does not 
need to know the propagation velocity of the traveling wave to locate the PD source. However, 
some improvements are still required for the PD locator algorithm and signal processing tool 
used, which is presented in the next chapter.   
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6- Multi-end correlation-based PD location technique for CC overhead 
distribution lines  
 
 
6.1 Introduction to PD source location algorithm 
 
Partial discharge (PD) measurements and the discharge location are of importance for 
the covered-conductor (CC) line, since the lifetime of the insulation material at any given 
voltages stress depends on the amount of discharges. The weakness of the insulation can be 
detected with the help of localization method. The cause of PDs, can in best case be removed 
before they result in an outage.  
In this chapter, a multi-end correlation technique for locating PD sources on CC 
overhead lines is presented. The theory of maximum correlation factor is used in order to find 
the time differences between PD signal arrivals at three synchronized-measuring points. The 
location of the PD source is found using the same equation of locator algorithm in (5.5) and 
(5.7) which is based on the multi-end traveling wave technique. 
This new proposed technique is a combination of three different stages of signal 
analysis: 1) denoising by applying discrete wavelet transform (DWT), 2) extracting the PD 
features using the absolute or windowed standard deviation (STD) and then, 3) locating the PD 
source by correlating the signals measured at the three Rogowski coils. Applying multi-end 
correlations between three measuring points as proposed in this chapter made it possible to 
identify the PD source location without knowing the exact propagation velocity of the signals. 
At the same time, this technique makes it is easier to identify the faulty section of line compared 
to the previous proposal explained in Chapter 5. The simulated study is performed using an 
Electromagnetic transient program-Alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP) environment 
with different use-cases and the algorithm is implemented in the Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) 
signal processing toolbox. Afterwards locator technique is then verified using an experimental 
measurement signal. 
The EMTP-ATP is used to implement and analyze a PD monitoring system model. The 
noise model is added to the simulated power network signals. The PD signals corrupted with 
noise are measured from a Rogowski coil which is utilized as a high frequency transducer.  
Then the DWT tool in MATLAB is used to implement the denoising  process of the signals.  
The high frequency features from the resulting signals are extracted using the windowed STD 
before the multi-end correlation algorithm is employed. The algorithm outline developed and 
their derivatives are discussed in the next section. 
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6.2 Time difference of arrival (TDOA) estimation techniques  
 
The time difference of arrival (TDOA) techniques are based on estimating the 
difference in the arrival times of the signals from the source at multiple sensors. This is usually 
accomplished by taking a snapshot of the signal at a synchronized time period at multiple 
sensors. Two general methods can be used to estimate the TDOA. The methods are by 
subtracting time of arrival (TOA) measurements from two measuring sensor terminals to bring 
into being a relative TDOA, or the use of correlation techniques, where the received signal at 
one measuring sensor is correlated with the signal received at another measuring sensor terminal 
[70], [100]. 
The first method is applicable if we have absolute TOA measurements. Superficially, 
there does not seem to be any advantage in converting TOA measurements into TDOA 
measurements, as we can localize the PD source location using the TOA measurement directly. 
However, using a TDOA technique may give us some increased accuracy when errors due to 
multiple signal reflections in pairs of TOA measurements are positively correlated because of 
having a common signal reflector. The more similar the errors in pairs of TOAs are, the more 
we can gain by changing them into TDOAs. However, this is practical only when we can 
estimate the TOA by having knowledge of the time of transmission. If we have no timing 
reference at the transmitter, then this method for estimating TDOAs cannot be used. 
Because of the absence of a timing reference on the PD source to be located, the most 
commonly used technique for TDOA estimation is the correlation technique. The timing 
requirement for this method is the synchronization of all the sensors contributing in the TDOA 
measurement, which is more practical to achieve in most PD location applications. Because of 
these factors, we will discuss in detail only the correlation technique for estimating TDOAs. 
Generally, a correlation method is a matching process showing the strength of 
relationship between any pair of variables through an appropriate mathematical formulation 
[27]. It is a measure of self similarity of a signal with its delayed version. The general model for 
the time-delay estimation between measured signals at two sensor terminals, x1(t) and x2(t), is 
given by [71]: 
  ????? ? ????? ? ??? ? ?????       (6.1) 
              ????? ? ????? ? ??? ? ?????       (6.2) 
where A1 and A2 are the amplitude of the signal, n1(t) and n2(t) are the noise and interfering 
signals and d1 and d2 are the arrival times for the signal. Referring to the shortest time arrival 
and amplitudes to the signal, assuming d1 < d2, the models of (6.1) and (6.2) can be rewritten as: 
  ????? ? ???? ? ?????       (6.3) 
  ????? ? ???? ? ?? ? ?????.      (6.4) 
A is the amplitude ratio and D = d2-d1 = TDOA. The use of time delay estimation techniques 
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which provide resistance to noise and interference, and also the ability to resolve multipath 
signal components are required to achieve an accurate TDOA. Several techniques with varying 
degrees of accuracy and robustness have been developed to estimate TDOA. This includes the 
correlation technique [71].  
Generalized cross-correlation (GCC) methods are referred as a conventional correlation 
technique that has been used to solve the problem to estimate the TDOA [71]-[78]. These 
methods cross-correlate pre-filtered versions of the received signals at two measuring sensor 
terminals, then estimate the TDOA between the two terminals as the location of the peak of the 
correlation. Pre-filtering is intended to accentuate frequencies for which the signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) is the highest and attenuate the noise power before the signal is passed to the correlator. 
As shown in Fig. 6.1, each signal x1(t) and x2(t) is filtered through H1(f) and H2(f), then 
correlated, integrated and squared. This is performed for a range of time shifts, τ , until a peak 
correlation is obtained. 
 
Fig. 6.1 The generalized correlation method for estimate the TDOA [71]. 
 
An estimate of the cross-correlation is given by [71]: 
???????? ? ?? ? ????????? ? ????
?
?       (6.5) 
where T represents the observation period. Equation (6.5) proposes the use of an analogue 
correlator. An integrated and dump correlation sensor of this form is one realization of a 
matched filter sensor [78]. The correlation process can also be implemented digitally, if 
sufficient sampling of the waveform is used. The output of a discrete correlation process using 
digital samples of the signal is given by [71]: 
???????????????????????? ?
?
?
? ????????? ? ????
???????
???  .    (6.6) 
These TDOA estimation methods have been shown to be effective in reducing the effect 
of noise and interference [74]. Nevertheless, if the noise and interference n1(t) and n2(t) in (6.3) 
and (6.4) are both temporally and spectrally coincident with s(t), there is little that correlation 
methods can do to reduce the undesirable effects of this interference. In this situation, 
correlation methods encounter two problems. First, correlation methods experience a resolution 
problem. These methods require the differences in the TDOAs for each signal to be greater than 
the widths of the correlation functions so that the peaks can be resolved. Consequently, if the 
TDOAs are not sufficiently separated, the overlapping of correlations can introduce significant 
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errors in the TDOA estimation. Second, if s(t), n1(t) and n2(t) are resolved, correlation methods 
must still identify which of the multiple peaks is due to the signal of interest and interference. 
These problems arise because the methods are not signal selective and produce TDOA peaks for 
all signals in the measured data, unless they are spectrally disjoint and can be filtered out [73]. 
 
6.3 Multi-end correlation-based technique for PD location 
 
Considering a multi-end locator algorithm (5.5) or (5.7), as discussed in Section 5.2 in 
Chapter 5, a new PD source location technique is proposed based on multi-end correlation of 
high frequency impulse signals measured using three allocated Rogowski coils. The GCC 
method is used as a correlation function. The wavelet function is used to extract and denoise the 
high frequency response from the voltage signals measured by the sensors. The algorithm based 
on the maximum correlation factor of the respective signals is developed to determine the time 
differences, TDOA between PD arrivals at different points [87].  
Referring back to the network shown in Fig. 5.1, for a PD occurring in section AB of 
the conductor line, this locator algorithm, (5.5) or (5.7), is valid if the measurements are 
synchronized. In order to implement the proposed algorithm, the PD faulty section of the line 
and the time differences TDBA and TDBC have to be known. The time differences TDBA and TDBC 
are found using the proposed multi-end correlation algorithm. Towards identifying the faulty 
section, the information of the time differences TDBA and TDBC can be helpful. For example, if 
the PD is in section AB, TDBC represents the traveling time over section BC and therefore TDBC 
is close to LBC / v; however, TDBA is lower than and not close to LAB / v, with a difference 
depending on the PD location. Similarly, if the PD point is in section BC, TDBA is close to LAB / 
v; however, TDBC is not close, with a lower value than LBC / v. The propagation velocity does not 
contribute in calculating the PD distance but it is used only and simply for identifying the PD 
faulty section. 
In this work, the correlation process between measurements is exploited to accurately 
identify the time differences which are going to be used in the aforementioned traveling wave 
locator. The benefit of using the correlation is to overcome the complexity of identifying the 
arrival times of PD signals, where such difficulties can be due to the level of noise and irregular 
signals appearance of the PD signal [100].  
In a digital form, the correlation formula, CR that is used between two vectors WFB and 
WFA is a multiplication and then summation process of n samples of these two sampling 
windows WFB, and WFA, as in [87]:  



n
j
jAWFjBWFBACR
1
)().(       (6.7) 
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where WFB(.) and WFA(.) are the two synchronized windows of n samples measured at nodes B 
and A, respectively. Rogowski coils are located at these nodes, as shown in Fig. 5.1. This 
correlation factor is not the maximum one because the signals do not usually arrive 
simultaneously. In certain circumstances, where the PD location is at the middle point in section 
AB, the correlation between WFB(.) and WFA(.) is the maximum, because the PD signal arrives 
at the same time at the measuring nodes A and B. In other circumstances, the computed CRBA is 
not the maximum one as mentioned above. In order to compute the maximum correlation factor 
CRBA, the window WFA(.) is rotated in increments of one sample. WFB(.) is fixed as it is taken to 
be the reference. The CRBA is computed by considering each increment until the nth shifting 
degree is reached. The maximum rotating degree is n because there are n number of samples of 
the window WFA(.). After computing the correlation factor CRBA against the rotating degree, the 
corresponding degree that gives the maximum correlation factor can be identified. This degree 
represents the time difference TDBA between the arrivals at measurement points B and A. The 
advantage of using the maximum correlation factor is that there is no need to use a certain 
function in order to identify the arrival instants at the measuring nodes. Similarly, the time 
difference TDBC between nodes B and C can be computed by estimating the shifting degree that 
corresponds to the corresponding maximum correlation between the Rogowski measurements at 
nodes B and C.   
Fig. 6.2 shows the proposed algorithm implementation, where the Rogowski coil 
measurements are loaded in windows of n samples, WSA(.), WSB(.) and WSC(.). The number of 
samples n in the window can be selected based on the distance between allocated Rogowski 
coils because the window size n is a time length and it should be suitable to extract the time 
differences between the arrival signals. It is assumed the Rogowski coils are separated by 
distances of 4 km as discussed in [5]. Then, the denoising process can be applied on the window 
samples using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) tools and discussed in Section 6.5.2. The 
windows WFA(.), WFB(.) and WFC(.) of the suitable features are used to apply the multi-
correlation principles and therefore to estimate the time differences TDBA and TDBC by finding 
the maximum correlation degree. Evaluating TDBA and TDBC helps to identify the faulty section 
and therefore apply the suitable locator algorithm (5.5) or (5.7).  
One of the features of the PD sources is that the PD signal generation is repeated as 
soon as there is an active PD fault. This makes it a challenge to apply the traveling wave 
locators by identifying the arrival times of the corresponding PD pulses at different measuring 
points. However, more than one PD signal in the synchronized windows increases the 
correlation factor, CR and therefore supports its maximum finding. Meanwhile, the accuracy of 
the TDOA estimates which are calculated by multi-end correlation procedures also depends on 
the sampling rate of the signals. Usually, the higher the bandwidth of the incoming signals the 
higher the sampling rate of the system. However, even a signal with a comparatively narrow 
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bandwidth can give more accurate TDOA estimates, if its sampling rate is increased. The reason 
is that as we increase the sampling rate of the system, the time quantization error in TDOA 
decreases. In this work, the sampling rate at 100 MHz is used in the simulated study, and 2.5 
GHz is used in the laboratory measurements. Low sampling rate is chosen in simulation to avoid  
long execution times taken for each of the fault cases.  
  
WSA(.), WSB(.) and WSC(.) 
WFA(.), WFB(.) and WFC(.) 
TDBA and TDBC 
SignalA, SignalB and SignalC 
 Start
Measurements from the Rogowski 
coils at nodes A, B, and C  
Loading new Synchronized windows of n samples 
DWT-based denoising 
Extracting Features 
Estimate the degree of the maximum Correlation 
Convert this degree to the time Difference 
Identify the Faulty section (AB or BC) 
Apply the PD locator Algorithm 
Compute the Correlation Factor at different shifting degrees 
 
Fig. 6.2 An algorithm developed for PD source location technique [87]. 
 
 Towards implementing sliding windows, there is no need to load any sample to slide 
windows WSA(.), WSB(.) and WSC(.). However, loading completely new windows exactly 
measured after the previous window can be implemented. For example: 
):1(Signal):1( B nkknWSB                                    (6.8) 
where k is a constant and equals 0,1,2,… and SignalB is the signal measured from the 
Rogowski coil at node B. 
 
6.4 Simulated study 
 
A three-phase PD monitoring system for CC overhead in distribution lines has been 
modeled using the EMTP-ATP simulation environment, where ATPDraw is used as a 
preprocessor [56]-[60], [63], [64]. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the CC overhead line feeder is 
energized by AC sinusoidal waveforms via a 110/20 kV, delta/star transformer. The CC 
overhead lines is represented using a JMarti frequency model, where the feeder configuration is: 
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8 m height, 0.4 m distance between the CC, 9.7 mm diameter over the conductor, 14.3 mm 
diameter over the covered conductor, 0.493 

/km conductor resistance and 200 

.m soil 
resistivity.  
The Rogowski coils are located on the CC lines at distances of 4 km (LAB = LBC = 4 km). 
The Rogowski configuration and its equivalent simulated circuit are shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, 
where the number of turns is 1900 with an inner diameter of 101 mm and an outer diameter of 
109 mm as shown in Table 5.1. The corresponding equivalent circuit is Rl = 63 Ω, Ll = 0.191 
mH and Cl = 51.6 pF, with a terminating impedance of Zout = 3 kΩ. This trial model and its 
parameters have been experimentally verified where the model showed good performance up to 
29 MHz [70], [100]. 
Based on the PD pulse shape produced and its characteristic caused by the tree leaning 
on the CC overhead line as presented in [3], [5], [55], two methods to generate the PD pulse 
have been employed during the simulation work in this thesis. For the simulation work in 
Chapters 3 - 4, the pulse calibrator has been used to create the PD pulse in the CC line. This 
method, however can produce only one PD pulse at a time during the simulation. 
But for the simulation work in this and the following chapter, the PD signal has been 
numerically modeled and simulated using the function of damped exponential pulse (DEP) in 
order to generate multiple PD pulses in the CC line. This current source function is given by 
[62]: 
]1010[)( /)(2.2/)(3.1  oo ttttAti   .                     (6.9)   
The Fortran expressions were exploited to implement (6.9) and then interacted with the feeder 
as a transient analysis control system (TACS) controlled current source type 60 as shown in Fig. 
6.3. A is the amplitude of the PD pulse, to is the time of PD occurrence, and τ is the damping 
factor of the PD pulse. A set of three PD pulses is adopted in this work where their parameters 
are listed in Table 6.1.  
Table 6.1 Parameters of 3 PD pulses 
No. )(mAA  )(0 st   )( s  
1 14.83 30 0.08 
2 13.50 60 0.08 
3 12.75 90 0.08 
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Fig. 6.3 EMTP-ATP simulated PD pulse using TACS expression in ATPDraw. 
 
Concerning the fault point in section AB shown in Fig. 5.1, where its location is 2.5 km 
from point B, the corresponding waveforms taken are depicted in Fig. 6.4, where Fig. 6.4(a) 
shows the PD signals and Figs. 6.4(b), (c) and (d) show the Rogowski coil responses for the PD 
signal traveling from the source in both directions along the CC lines. These three signals are 
SignalA, SignalB and SignalC measured at nodes A, B and C, respectively. Directly applying the 
correlation function (6.7) on the synchronized windows of these signals (WSA(.), WSB(.) and 
WSC(.)) cannot help. Therefore, computing the absolute values of the samples of these windows 
is considered before calculating CRBA and CRBC, where the new windows are called WFA(.), 
WFB(.) and WFC(.). The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 6.5. In Fig. 6.5(a), the 
maximum CRBA value is at correlation degree 343, which means that window WFA(.) is rotated 
by 343 samples in order to get the maximum CRBA. Accordingly, TDBA is 3.43 s where the 
sampling frequency is 100 MHz. In Fig. 6.5(b), the maximum correlation between WFB(.) and 
WFC(.) is at shifting degree of 11130, which means WFC(.) is rotated by 11130 samples or 
111.30 

s to find the maximum correlation. Such a rotation is greater than half of the window 
length and therefore the time difference is negative and is computed as TDBC = 111.3 – 125 = -
13.7 

s. In order to understand what a negative TDOA implies, the implementation of the 
phasors in polar form can be helpful. If the phasor is shifted by zero time with respect to a 
reference phasor, the angle is zero. If the phasor is shifted by a quarter of the phasor time 
constant with respect to the reference, the phasor angle is 

/2. If the phasor is shifted by three 
quarters, the angle is -

/2. Therefore, the negative means that the rotating time is greater than 
half of the signal time constants. In the present study, the maximum rotation can be the window 
length, which is considered to be 12500 samples. Therefore, if the time difference TDOA is 
greater than a half of the window size, it is presented as a negative value, as it is done in Fig 
6.5(b).  
Evaluating TDBA = 3.43 s and TDBC = -13.7 s with respect to the traveling time over 
the section in turn, TDBA is very low while TDBC is very close. Therefore, the faulty section is 
AB and then the locator function in (5.5) is used. It is found that LB = 2.501 km and therefore LA 
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= 1.499 km. 
 
Fig. 6.4 Results from simulation. (a) PD pulse source at the fault point, (b) Rogowski coil responses at 
sensor A, (c) at sensor B, and (d) at sensor C.  
 
     
Fig. 6.5 Correlation results. (a) Between sensors B and A, (b) between sensors B and C. 
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6.5 PD with noise modeling 
 
For online PD measurement, the denoising technique is one of the most important 
things to consider. Different types and levels of noise all produce an effect on the signals that 
are measured. There are two noise types which are mostly observed during online PD 
measurement. These types are the narrowband noise spectrum and the broadband noise 
spectrum. Narrowband noise interferences are such as discrete spectral interference (DSI) 
caused by a radio broadcast signal, periodical pulse shaped disturbances from power electronics 
equipment and stochastic pulse shaped disturbance due to lightning or switching operations. 
Meanwhile, white noise which is caused by the measuring instrument itself is known as 
broadband interference. In the published literature, DWT has shown good performance when 
denoising online measured PD signals [3], [79]-[82]. 
 
6.5.1 Noise modeling 
 
The performance of the proposed locator was tested with different noise conditions and 
types. Detection and location of online or on-site PD signals are not free from strong coupling 
of external noise. Therefore, two noise models are used, the DSI and Gaussian white noise 
(GWN) models, in order to evaluate the proposed locator. Their implementation is carried out 
by exploiting facilities of the TACS expressions in the EMTP-ATP. DSI is generated at four 
different frequencies from 500 kHz to 1.5 MHz, as reported in [81]. GWN is generated using 
the model addressed in [83]. A brief illustration of these noise models is presented as below.  
All noise was simulated with the DSI and GWN mathematical models. DSI was 
generated at four different frequencies, 500 kHz, 800 kHz, 1 MHz and 1.5 MHz. The maximum 
magnitudes were 3 mV using the sinusoidal equation as in [81]: 



N
i
i tfAtDSI
1
max 2sin)(        (6.10) 
where f1 = 500 kHz, f2 = 800 kHz, f3 = 1 MHz, and f4 = 1.5 MHz. GWN was generated using the 
proposed mathematical equation as in [83]: 
)2cos()log(2 BAS nn        (6.11)  
where A and B are random numbers, which are independent and are distributed uniformly from 
0 to 1. These random numbers are implemented in an ATPDraw environment using the TACS 
expression (RAN) with two different seeds. 
n is the estimated noise standard deviation. The 
magnitude for this noise was 1.8 mV. 
 Both of these noise models were used because they are regularly found in conducted PD 
measurements [3]. They and their frequency spectrums are shown in Fig. 6.6.  
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Fig. 6.6 Simulated noises and their spectra, (a) DSI, (b) GWN, (c) DSI frequency spectrum, (d) GWN 
frequency spectrum. 
 
These noise signals were used to corrupt the primary currents in the Rogowski coils. 
Accordingly, four different cases are generated as following. Case 1 is the performance without 
considering the noise impact, as in the aforementioned test case shown in Fig. 6.4. Case 2 is 
when the noise is simulated using a DSI model, and the corresponding Rogowski coil 
waveforms at points A, B and C are shown in Fig. 6.7. Case 3 is when the noise is simulated 
using a GWN model, where the corresponding waveforms are shown in Fig. 6.8. Case 4 is when 
DSI and GWN are both added, for which the waveforms are shown in Fig. 6.9.  
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Fig. 6.7 Simulated original PD signal corrupted with DSI noise model measured. (a) SignalA at sensor A, 
(b) signalB at sensor B, (c) signalC at sensor C. 
 
 
Fig. 6.8 Simulated original PD signal corrupted with GWN measured. (a) SignalA at sensor A, (b) signalB 
at sensor B, (c) signalC at sensor C.  
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Fig. 6.9 Simulated original PD signal corrupted by both DSI and GWN measured. (a) SignalA at sensor A, 
(b) signalB at sensor B, (c) signalC at sensor C. 
 
From Figs. 6.7 to 6.9, the noises obviously make it challenging to locate the PD signals. 
The denoising  technique is performed before evaluating the PD source locator. The denoising  
and extraction of noisy PD signals were performed using DWT-based feature extraction. A brief 
summary on DWT is given in the next section. 
 
6.5.2 DWT-based denoising  
 
Since the PD signals are non-stationary and transient in nature, their energy spreads 
over the whole band and merges with noise if extracted using continuous and periodic base (sine 
and cosine) functions [84]. Furthermore, it is difficult for conventional numerical algorithms, 
such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), to achieve both high frequency resolution and accurate 
time location. Therefore, DWT techniques are viable and superior in rejecting different kinds of 
interference from the noisy signal [85].  
Wavelets are families of functions generated from one single function, called the 
mother wavelet, by means of scaling and translating operations. The scaling operation is used to 
dilate and compress the mother wavelet to obtain the respective high and low frequency 
information of the function to be analyzed. Then the translation is used to obtain the time 
information. In this way a family of scaled and translated wavelets is created and it serves as the 
base for representing the function to be analyzed [79]. The DWT is in the form as:  
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where 

(.) is the mother wavelet that is discretely dilated and translated by aoh and qboaoh, 
respectively. ao and bo are fixed values with ao>1 and bo>0. h and q are integers. In the case of 
the dyadic transform, which can be viewed as a special kind of DWT spectral analyzer, ao=2 
and bo=1. DWT is implemented using a multi-stage filter with down sampling of the output of 
the low-pass filter.  
Three steps using the general wavelet procedure have been performed for denoising  the 
PD signal. These steps are wavelet decomposition, manipulating wavelet coefficients, and 
wavelet reconstruction. Fig. 6.10 shows the proposed algorithm implementation in the denoising  
process. 
SignalA, SignalB and SignalC 
 Start 
Measurements from the Rogowski 
coils at nodes A, B, and C  
Set the parameter of simulation  
Decompose signals until Nth level 
Extract approximates and details coefficient 
Calculate the value of standard deviation, σ for each coefficient 
Calculate the threshold, λ value for each coefficient  
Perform the threshold for each coefficient 
Reconstruct the best details and approximate coefficient  
Reconstruct the approximates and details coefficient 
Select the best mother wavelet, Ψ and decomposition level, N 
 
Fig. 6.10 An algorithm developed for denoising of PD signals [87]. 
 
6.5.2.1 DWT decomposition  
 
The DWT is a tool that divides up data, functions or operators into different frequency 
components, and then studies each component with a resolution matched to its scale. The 
number, N, of decomposition levels selected should ensure that the DWT decomposition has 
enough frequency resolution to distinguish PD-associated coefficients from the noise at a certain 
scale. The maximum number of decomposed levels for a signal is as determined by [85]: 
)2(log nfixN         (6.13) 
where n is the length of the signal and N is rounded up to its nearest integer. In this work, six 
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and nine levels of wavelet decomposition have been selected for the simulation studies and for 
the laboratory measurements, respectively. Biorthogonal 2.4 (bior 2.4) has been found to be the 
appropriate mother wavelet as it produced the best performance for the correlation task. The 
smallest error between the original signal and the reconstructed signals was the criterion 
considered for selecting this wavelet, as mentioned in [68]. 
 
6.5.2.2 Threshold determination  
 
The threshold value must have the ability to discard the coefficients related to noise and 
store the PD related ones for signal reconstruction. Therefore, its selection plays an important 
role in the denoising  process, especially for online PD detection and measurement. In this work, 
the automated threshold technique addressed in [79] was modified to estimate the level of noise 
in the processed PD signal. The threshold value for each level is determined using: 
j
j
j nj 2
log2
6745.0

        (6.14) 
where 
j is the threshold value at level j, j is the standard deviation of the wavelet coefficients 
and nj is the length of the wavelet coefficients. Normally, the first level detail coefficient in the 
DWT contains higher information of the noise level for a noisy PD signal. The automated 
threshold is implemented in MATLAB using the Hard Threshold function as it shows better 
performance for PD signal processes than the Soft Threshold function.  
 
6.5.2.3 Reconstruction 
 
The PD signals were reconstructed after applying the automated threshold concept on 
each coefficient detail up to N = 6 levels. The reconstructed PD waveforms, after the denoising  
process of the PD signals depicted in Figs. 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, are shown in Figs. 6.11, 6.12 and 
6.13, respectively. From these Figures, the PD signals are more obvious and they can be used 
for applying the correlation and then the locator. The performances of the DWT-based 
denoising  were evaluated by comparing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) before and after the 
denoising (SNRden) process, as summarized in Table 6.2. The SNR is calculated using Equations 
(6.15) and (6.16), which is used in [79], and it is significantly reduced after the denoising  
process.  
)max(
)max(log*10
noise
signalSNR        (6.15) 
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noise
signal
SNR denden        (6.16)  
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Fig.  6.11 Extracted denoised PD signals of Fig. 6.7. (a) SignalA at sensor A, (b) signalB at sensor B, (c) 
signalC at sensor C. 
 
 
Fig.  6.12 Extracted denoised PD signals of Fig. 6.8. (a) SignalA at sensor A, (b) signalB at sensor B, (c) 
signalC at sensor C. 
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Fig. 6.13 Extracted denoised PD signals of Fig. 6.9. (a) SignalA at sensor A, (b) signalB at sensor B, (c) 
signalC at sensor C.  
 
Table 6.2 Details of DWT denoising performance 
PD Signal SNR (dB) SNRden (dB) 
Comparing  
Figs. 6.7 and 6.11 
SignalA -17.27 -0.022 
SignalB -16.57 -0.024 
SignalC -16.19 -0.793 
Comparing  
Figs. 6.8 and 6.12 
SignalA    -7.33 -0.667 
SignalB    -6.62 -0.203 
SignalC    -6.25 -0.959 
Comparing  
Figs. 6.9 and 6.13 
SignalA  -17.71 -0.724 
SignalB  -17.01 -0.241 
SignalC  -16.63  0.925 
 
Although in this denoising  evaluation, the periodical pulse shaped disturbances (pulse-
noise-like PD), for example from power electronics equipment and telecommunication signals 
and stochastic pulse shaped disturbance due to lightning or switching operations have not been 
evaluated, there is already published work related to this matter which can be consulted in [62], 
[82]. 
 
6.6 Algorithm evaluation after DWT-based denoising  
 
Figs. 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show the correlation factors CRBA and CRBC using the 
denoising  waveforms shown in Figs. 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13, respectively. From these figures, the 
time differences CRBA and CRBC are determined and summarized in Table 6.3. This table shows 
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the corresponding performance of the proposed locator. The error is increased to 0.3725 % due 
to the effects of the noise and its removal. This error is computed by: 
%100 Computed -  Actual% 
AB
BB
B L
LL
       (6.17)  
 
Table 6.3 The algorithm performance after denoising 
 
Case 1: 
Without Noise 
Case 2:  
DSI Noise 
Case 3: 
WGN Noise 
Case 4: 
DSI and WGN 
Noises 
TDBA 3.43 us 3.52 us 3.53 us 3.53 us 
TDBC -13.7 us -13.7 us -13.7 us -13.7 us 
LB 2.5004 km 2.5135 km 2.5149 km 2.5149 km 
Error, 
B % -0.01  -0.337  -0.3725  -0.3725 
 
      
Fig. 6.14 Correlation results applied on the sample-absolutes of Fig. 6.11. (a) Between sensors B and A, 
(b) between sensors B and C. 
 
      
Fig. 6.15 Correlation results applied on the sample-absolutes of Fig. 6.12. (a) Between sensors B and A, 
(b) between sensors B and C. 
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Fig. 6.16 Correlation results applied on the sample-absolutes of Fig. 6.13. (a) Between sensors B and A, 
(b) between sensors B and C. 
 
6.7 Improvement using windowed standard deviation  
 
Windowed STD-based feature extraction is used as an alternative technique to extract 
the transient PD pulse from the measured signal. The STD is in the form as: 



m
j
j xxm
STD
1
2)(1           (6.18) 



m
j
jxm
x
1
1
                   (6.19) 
where STD is the standard deviation and m is the number of samples per a small sliding window 
of the input vector, x. The frequency information extracted by the STD depends on the m value 
or the window size. If the window size is 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 ms, the frequencies higher than 2000, 
1000 or 500 Hz can be correctly extracted, respectively [86]. This means that there is an 
inversely proportional ratio between the window size and the extracted frequencies. Therefore, 
if we are interested in extracting a certain frequency, the window size should be greater than the 
inverse value of this frequency. In the simulated network, the resonant frequency of the PD 
measurement is found to be 5 MHz and therefore a 1 

s window size is used to extract the 
simulated PD signals, as it can extract frequencies higher than on equal to 1 MHz. One of the 
advantages of STD is its ability to extract non-stationary signals such as PD pulses.  
Considering the worst noise case illustrated in Fig. 6.9 and the corresponding denoised 
signal depicted in Fig. 6.13, Fig. 6.17 shows the extracted signal using the windowed STD. The 
corresponding correlation curves are shown in Fig. 6.18. They are better than those in Fig. 6.16, 
containing correlation curves using the absolute values of the denoised signal in Case 4. Table 
6.4 summarizes the performance with the windowed STD-based extraction of the PD pulses and 
considering the same noise cases as depicted in Table 6.3. By comparing the results of these two 
Tables, the error is reduced using the windowed STD. Table 6.5 shows the accuracy, 
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considering different PD locations where the signals are noised by the DSI and GWN models. 
These PDs are correctly located with an error less than 0.5 %.  
 
Fig. 6.17 STD of denoised PD signal in Fig. 6.13. (a) At sensor A, (b) at sensor B, (c) at sensor C.  
 
      
Fig. 6.18 Correlation results applied on waveforms shown in Fig. 6.17. (a) Between sensors B and A,  
(b) between sensors B and C. 
  
Table 6.4 Accuracy of localization considering windowed STD 
 
Case 1:  
Without Noise 
Case 2:  
DSI Noise 
Case 3:  
WGN Noise 
Case 4:  
DSI and WGN 
Noises 
LB 2.5004 km 2.5018 km 2.512 km 2.5137 km 
Error, 
B % -0.01  -0.045  -0.30  -0.3425 
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Table 6.5 Accuracy of localization at different PD locations 
 
Actual LB in section AB (km) Actual LB in section BC (km) 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 
LB 0.5047 1.0051 1.4953 2.5197 0.5040 1.0108 1.4927 2.4956 
Error, 
B % -0.1175  -0.1275 0.1175 -0.4925 -0.1 -0.27 0.1825 0.11 
 
 
6.8 Algorithm evaluation based on experimental measurement  
 
An experimental set-up was arranged in the high voltage (HV) laboratory at Aalto 
University, Finland, as explained in Chapter 5. This was similar to the network shown in Fig. 
5.1. 
 
6.8.1 Algorithm evaluation based on PD produced by a pulse calibrator 
 
The first experimental test case of a PD source on the CC line was injected using the PD 
calibrator. This measurement was performed without energizing the AC power source on the 
CC line. Different lengths were considered, LAB = 5.2 m and LBC = 4.5 m corresponding to the 
network shown in Fig. 5.1. Calibration signals of 20 nC pulse were injected at a distance of LB = 
0.9 m in section AB. The measured PD signals using Rogowski coils A, B, and C are shown in 
Fig. 6.19. The corresponding windowed STDs are shown in Fig. 6.20 and then the correlation 
results for determining the time differences are shown Fig. 6.21, where it is found that TDBA = -
383 and TDBC = -505 samples. The sampling frequency of the experimental measurements was 
2.5 GHz. The calculated distance, LB = 0.8891 m with an error of 0.203 %. Further magnitudes 
of pulse from the calibrator, such as 5 nC, 10 nC and 50 nC, were injected at the same point and 
the results are summarized in Table 6.6. The highest error is in the lower PD signal. However 
the locator accuracy was attained. 
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Fig. 6.19 The Rogowski coil responses from an injected 20 nC PD from the pulse calibrator.  
(a) Rogowski coil A, (b) Rogowski coil B, and (c) Rogowski coil C. 
 
Fig. 6.20 Windowed STD of the measured PD signals from the pulse calibrator in Fig. 6.19. (a) Sensor A, 
(b) sensor B, (c) sensor C. 
       
Fig. 6.21 Correlation results applied on the windowed STD of the measured PD signals from the pulse 
calibrator in Fig. 6.20. (a) Between sensors B and A, (b) between sensors B and C.  
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Table 6.6 Accuracy of localization for injecting different PD calibration pulses  
 5 nC 10 nC 20 nC 50 nC 
Computed LB (m) 0.7753 0.8894 0.8891 0.8972 
Error, εB % 2.393 0.204 0.203 0.054 
 
6.8.2 Algorithm evaluation based on PD produced by a hand-made twisted coil 
 
Referring again to Fig. 5.1, different lengths were considered, with LAB = 4.7 m and LBC 
= 5.0 m. The PD source was at  LB = 2.5 m in section BC. The Rogowski coils measured signals 
at points A, B, and C, are shown in Fig. 5.11. The windowed STD-based feature extraction on 
each measured signal after denoising  using DWT is shown in Fig. 6.22 and the corresponding 
correlation results are shown in Fig. 6.23. The distance of the PD source location was found to 
be LB = 2.518 m. This ascertains the algorithm accuracy. Measurements at two PD distances 
were accomplished and the locator performance is summarized in Table 6.7, where the average 
and maximum errors are illustrated. This table statistically confirms the locator accuracy.  
 
Table 6.7 Average and maximum errors for different testing on PD produced by a hand-made twisted coil 
 LB (m) = 2.5 m LB  = 3.9 (m) 
Number of tests 8  8 
Average error, εB % -0.306  -0.317 
Maximum error, εB % -0.378  -0.346 
 
 
Fig. 6.22 Windowed STD of the measured PD signals due to the twisted-coil at (a) sensor A, (b) sensor B, 
(c) sensor C. 
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Fig. 6.23 Correlation results applied on the windowed STD of the PD signals due to the twisted-coil at (a) 
between sensors B and A, (b) between sensors B and C. 
 
6.8.3 Algorithm evaluation based on PD produced by a tree leaning on the CC line  
 
Referring again to Fig. 5.1, the distances between Rogowski coils were equally set to 
LAB = LBC = 6.5 m. The PD source was at LB = 3.4 m in section BC. Fig. 5.12 shows the 
Rogowski coils measured signals at points A, B, and C and the corresponding windowed STD-
based feature extraction on each measured signal after denoising  using DWT is shown in Fig. 
6.24.  The correlation results are shown in Fig. 6.25. The distance of the PD source location was 
found to be LB = 3.46 m, with only an error of 1.76 % in this compact measurement setup. The 
short line caused some distortion which is not present in real outdoor scenario.  
 
Fig. 6.24 Windowed STD of the measured PD signals caused by a tree leaning on the CC line. (a) Sensor 
A, (b) sensor B, (c) sensor C. 
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Fig. 6.25 Correlation results applied on the windowed STD of the measured PD signals caused by a tree 
leaning on the CC line. (a) Between sensors B and A, (b) between sensors B and C. 
 
6.9 Discussion 
 
A multi-end correlation-based PD source location technique for CC overhead lines has 
been proposed and experimentally verified. The time differences have been calculated by 
identifying the maximum correlation between signals measured from the Rogowski coils. Using 
this technique, the first arrival time for each measured signal and propagation velocity are not 
needed anymore in the PD source locator. Furthermore, this technique overcomes the difficulty 
of identifying a faulty section for multi-end measurement from the previous technique as 
discussed in chapter 5. The proposed algorithm yielded remarkably accurate results on locating 
PD sources provided the measured signals are synchronized. As proposed in [68], to achieve an 
accurate time tagging of the event, the sensors are synchronized to a Global positioning system 
(GPS) clock that provides time synchronization accuracies of less than 1 

s over the entire 
surface of the earth under all weather conditions. Telecommunication can be used through any 
convenient channel including microwave, optical fiber, or a supervisory control and data 
acquisition (SCADA) network. The timing accuracy of less than 1 µs is in fact not very accurate 
considering that other location error sources (such as the changes in propagation velocity and 
the effects of noise) will be minimized in this application (1 μs corresponds to a PD pulse 
traveling distance of almost 300 m on CC lines). 
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7- Correlation evaluation of unsynchronized two-end windows for PD 
location on CC overhead lines 
 
Active research in highly distributed systems of small, wireless, low-power, unattended 
sensors and actuators are results of recent advances in efficiency and low-cost, low-power 
design [88], [89]. Researchers aim to invent 'smart-environments' with deployment of thousands 
of sensors. Each sensor comes possibly with a short-range wireless communication channel and 
is capable of detecting ambient conditions such as temperature, movement, sound, light, or the 
presence of certain objects.  
In multi-end measuring such as in a multiple sensor networks set-up, time 
synchronization is an important issue. The local clocks of sensor nodes need to be synchronized, 
which are needed in many applications of sensor networks. First and foremost, sensor nodes 
need to coordinate their operations and collaborate to achieve a complex sensing task. An 
example of such coordination is data fusion in which data collected at different nodes is 
aggregated into a meaningful result. For example, in a vehicle tracking application, sensor nodes 
report the location and time that they sense the vehicle to a sink node which in turn combines 
this information to estimate the location and velocity of the vehicle. The estimation will be 
clearly inaccurate if the sensor nodes lack a common timescale.  
Synchronization means two items are adjusted to do the same thing. Distributed 
wireless sensor networks make use of synchronized time extensively, for example, to integrate a 
time-series of proximity detections into a velocity estimate, to measure the time-of-flight of 
sound for localizing its source, to distribute a beam forming array, or to suppress redundant 
messages by recognizing that they describe duplicate detections of the same event by different 
sensors [90]-[92]. Sensor networks also have many of the same requirements as traditional 
distributed systems. For example, accurate timestamps are often needed in cryptographic 
schemes, to coordinate events scheduled in the future, and for ordering logged events during 
system debugging.  
Time synchronization is a critical infrastructure for any distributed system. The main 
error sources of synchronization are from Global positioning system (GPS) timing errors. The 
accuracy of the GPS received signal is a function of the error and interference on the GPS signal 
and the processing technique used to reduce and remove these error. The GPS signals are also 
affected by the same types of phenomena as found in microwave-range systems. Both types of 
systems are highly affected by humidity and multi-path. Humidity can delay a time signal up to 
approximately 3 m. Satellites low on the horizon will be sending signals across the face of the 
earth through the troposphere. Satellites will directly transmit through much less troposphere. 
Sunspots and other electromagnetic phenomena cause errors in GPS range measurements of up 
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to 30 m during the day and as high as 6 m at night. Such errors can be estimated, although they 
are not predictable [68]. 
In this chapter, a correlation of the unsynchronized two-end windows technique is used 
for locating the partial discharge (PD) source on covered-conductor (CC) overhead lines. The 
maximum correlation factor between signal arrivals at two-end measuring points is used in 
order to find the ratio of correlation. Then the ratio of correlation signals is plotted against its 
ratio of difference distance. The graph is plotted using curve fitting (LAB Fit) software. The 
algorithm is developed and tested by means of simulation. The Electromagnetic transient 
program-Alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP) is used to implement and analyze a PD 
monitoring system. The proposed algorithm performance is evaluated by extracting the high 
frequency features using windowed standard deviation (STD).  
  
7.1 Correlation of unsynchronized two-end windows  
 
The opportunity to improve the PD location accuracy emerges since the rapid 
development of effective means of communication between the line terminals. The first solution 
appeared is unsynchronized sampling at the line terminals while the synchronized sampling, 
provided with the GPS, is also coming into applications as well. This section deals with two-end 
PD location based on unsynchronized measurements. 
In unsynchronized measurement cases at the line terminals, the gathered measurement 
data is generally shifted in time. This can be caused by the detection of fault at both the line 
terminals at slightly different instants, no synchronization of the clocks which are controlling 
the sampling at the line ends and different sampling rates and/or the phase shifts introduced in 
the measurement channels. 
In Chapter 6, the localization of PD source location on CC overhead lines using multi-
end correlation technique based on three measuring points has been successfully presented. The 
technique has shown a good result in the localization of PD source, providing that the 
synchronization of measured data signal is assured for the correlation windows, CR. The locator 
accuracy depends on the time synchronization. In order to avoid the dependency on the time 
synchronization of the measured signals, a correlation of unsynchronized two-end windows 
technique is introduced.  
Based on the difference location of the PD source on the CC line between sensors A and 
B, the theory of maximum correlation factor is used in order to find the ratio of correlation 
between two-end unsynchronized-measuring points. The ratio of correlation, ROC is plot 
against its ratio of difference distance, LR [101]. Referring to Fig. 7.1: 
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Ratio of correlation,  ??? ? ????????????????????      (7.1) 
Ratio of difference distance, ?? ? ?????????
???
     (7.2) 
 ?? ? ?? ? ???          (7.3) 
 
Fig. 7.1 Simulated three-phase system. A and B, are measuring points of the Rogowski Coil, Cg is the 
terminating capacitance to the ground [101]. 
  
Windowed STD-based feature extraction is used as the technique to extract the transient 
PD pulse from the measured signal. This extraction technique has been presented above in 
Chapter 6. MCRAA and MCRBB is the maximum correlation factor for the measured signal at 
Rogowski coil A and Rogowski coil B respectively. MCRAB is the maximum correlation factor 
between the measured signal at Rogowski coil, A and Rogowski coil, B. The ratio of 
correlation, CR stated above in (7.1) is valid for both cases of ????? ? ????? or ????? ?
?????. If ????? ? ?????, this means that Rogowski coil A is located nearer to the PD 
source compared to Rogowski coil B ( ?? ? ?? ). Meanwhile, if the ????? ? ????? , the 
Rogowski coil B is located closer to the PD source, ?? ? ??. LA is the distance of Rogowski 
coil A from the PD source, and LB is the distance of Rogowski coil B from the PD source. While 
LAB is the distance between Rogowski coil A and Rogowski coil B. 
 Based on information in (7.1), (7.2) and Equation (7.3), the distance of the PD source 
location from Rogowski coil A is determined as [101]: 
for,  ????? ? ?????,               
 ?? ?
??????????????
?
 ,        (7.4)  
and for,  ????? ? ?????,    
             ?? ?
???????????????
?
 .        (7.5) 
 
7.2 Simulated study 
 
Considering the network shown in Fig. 7.1, the EMTP-ATP is used to implement and 
analyze a PD monitoring system.  The network is simulated for a case of PD occurrence in 
section AB on the CC line. The CC line and Rogowski coil model used are similar as presented 
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in the previous chapter. The distance between each Rogowski coil is fixed at 4 km. The 
simulation started with the PD source is injected on the middle of the conductor line, AB.  Then, 
the location of PD source is removed at certain distance towards Rogowski coil, B. All 
measured data is stored. From the simulated study, the ratio of correlation, ROC, between two 
measured signals is plotted against its ratio of difference distance, LR. The ratio of correlation, 
ROC and the ratio of difference distance, LR, is calculated based on Equations (7.1) and (7.2) 
and shown in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.1 The Calculation of Ratio of Correlation, ROC and Ratio of Distance, LR 
LA (m) LB (m) Ratio of 
Distance, LR 
MCRAA MCRBB MCRAB Ratio of Correlation, ROC 
2000 2000 0 1.68 x 10-4 1.68 x 10-4 1.68 x 10-4 0 
1800 2200 0.1 1.68 x 10-4 1.65 x 10-4 1.65 x 10-4 0.01464 
1700 2300 0.15 1.69 x 10-4 1.64 x 10-4 1.66 x 10-4 0.02866 
1600 2400 0.2 1.73 x 10-4 1.63 x 10-4 1.68 x 10-4 0.06187 
1500 2500 0.25 1.76 x 10-4 1.62 x 10-4 1.67 x 10-4 0.08781 
1400 2600 0.3 1.80 x 10-4 1.62 x 10-4 1.69 x 10-4 0.10933 
1300 2700 0.35 1.80 x 10-4 1.62 x 10-4 1.71 x 10-4 0.10785 
1200 2800 0.4 1.83 x 10-4 1.61 x 10-4 1.71 x 10-4 0.13118 
1100 2900 0.45 1.89 x 10-4 1.60 x 10-4 1.73 x 10-4 0.1679 
1000 3000 0.5 1.94 x 10-4 1.61 x 10-4 1.76 x 10-4 0.18281 
500 3500 0.75 2.17 x 10-4 1.58 x 10-4 1.83 x 10-4 0.32437 
400 3600 0.8 2.37 x 10-4 1.58 x 10-4 1.92 x 10-4 0.41108 
300 3700 0.85 2.62 x 10-4 1.57 x 10-4 2.02 x 10-4 0.52086 
200 3800 0.9 2.96 x 10-4 1.55 x 10-4 2.13 x 10-4 0.65943 
100 3900 0.95 3.46 x 10-4 1.54 x 10-4 2.28 x 10-4 0.84358 
50 3950 0.975 3.78 x 10-4 1.54 x 10-4 2.40 x 10-4 0.93411 
 
The graph of the ratio of correlation against the ratio of difference distance is plotted 
using LAB Fit software as shown in Fig. 7.2 and the Hyperbolical sine equation ? ? ?
?????? ? ?? ? ??, is found as the best function correlate to this plotted. Parameters, A, B and C 
are 0.7923 x 10-3, 7.588 and 0.3105.  Referring to the plotted graph in Fig. 7.2, the PD source on 
the CC overhead lines can be localized using either Equation (7.4) or (7.5), depending on the 
values of the maximum correlation factor, MCRAA and MCRBB.  
For example, if the correlation ratio, ROC = 0.0872, the ratio of difference distance, LR 
= 0.25. Solving Equation (7.5), the PD source location is found located at 1.5 km from 
Rogowski coil A. From this result, the simulated evaluation proves that an accurate PD source 
location can be achieved using the proposed algorithm technique. This helps to solve the 
problem the difficulty to get the synchronized measured signals between two measuring points. 
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Fig. 7.2 The ratio of correlation against the ratio of difference distance. 
 
For future work, the performance of the locator function algorithm developed in this 
chapter will be tested using the unsynchronized measured signals obtained from both the 
laboratory and from the real field. This new idea which needs more research should be done in 
this direction to verify the algorithm. Furthermore, the experience in the line modeling is also 
required.     
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8- Rogowski coil evaluation with different fault conditions in MV 
Networks 
 
 
8.1 Significance of Rogowski coil for fault detection 
 
There are possibilities that the faults on covered-conductor (CC) overhead lines occur 
due to other reason than partial discharge (PD), for instance, when the fault is caused by an 
arcing fault with characteristics of intermittent faults. As a precautionary step, the capability of 
the Rogowski coil to work on capturing a different fault transient traveled from the source 
location is evaluated. This evaluation is useful in order to make it possible to implement a fault 
locator technique using the same technique presented in the previous chapters. In this chapter, 
the Electromagnetic transient program-Alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP) test bench 
of a 20 kV network is developed considering the high frequency models of the Rogowski coil 
and the distribution network. The test bench is used to evaluate the Rogowski coil performance 
with different fault scenarios such as different fault types, different fault resistances and 
different inception angles. Furthermore, the performance of the Rogowski coil for the leaning 
tree and arcing fault cases is also tested. Positive results clearly show the possibility of using the 
Rogowski coil for locating faults in the distribution networks.  
For fault detection and location, current transformers (CTs) have typically been used in 
measurement applications. A number of problems in application in crowded panels can be 
generated by the mechanical design of this particular sensor. It also only allows measurement of 
a single conductor. The alignment of the jaw will affect the accurate current measurement when 
using a typical split core or clamp on a CT. The split in the iron core requires the mating 
surfaces to be properly aligned for accurate measurement. Removal and installation of iron core 
CTs on a live conductor can result in an inductive kick. Many of these problems can be 
overcome by Rogowski coils. The new flexible Rogowski coil-based current probes allow the 
user to easily install the measurement head in tight spaces that may be inaccessible with typical 
iron core CT products. The user has to carry only one lightweight probe for a wide range of 
applications due to the variety of diameters and current ranges available. Rogowski coils also 
produce a safe low voltage output eliminating the hazards associated with misalignment and 
open secondary windings. The circuit loading and saturation concerns are virtually eliminated 
with the absence of an iron core.  
Rogowski coils have been successfully used to measure and extract high frequency PD 
signals in CC overhead lines [3], [5], [56], [59]-[60], [63], [70], [87], [100] . However it has not 
yet been tested for fault location applications. In this work, the performance of the Rogowski 
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coil will be tested to measure and extract the high frequency surge transient traveled along the 
CC overhead and bare conductor lines due to different fault conditions. In recent times, normal 
CT has been used to measure this signal. However, the responses of conventional CTs at high 
frequencies are not flat. A Rogowski coil can be used as an alternative as evaluated in this 
chapter. High frequency models of the Rogowski coil and of the medium voltage (MV) network 
elements are implemented and solved using an ATPDraw-based pre-processing of the EMTP-
ATP. 
  
8.2 Simulated study 
 
8.2.1 Rogowski coil and MV network modeling 
 
The simulated model of the Rogowski coil presented in Chapter 6 is used. Its 
configuration and equivalent simulated circuit is shown previously in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 in 
Chapter 2.  
The MV network distribution lines with four feeders are shown in Fig. 8.1 where in this 
network the earth fault current is compensated. The overhead lines are energized by alternating 
current (AC) sinusoidal waveforms via a 110/20 kV delta/star transformer. The covered and 
uncovered overhead lines are represented using a JMarti frequency model where their 
configurations are shown in Fig. 8.2. A high frequency transformer model is added to the power 
model for accurately representing the electromagnetic transients of 21/0.42 kV load 
transformers [93], [94]. The parameters of this high frequency model are summarized in Fig. 
8.3. The effect of the high frequency added model is where that reflection signal from the 
MV/LV transformers path to the network is reduced. Rogowski coils are allocated on the lines 
at a distance of 4 km between each other.  
The compensated MV network and the corresponding measuring devices are simulated 
in one arrangement using the EMTP-ATP simulation environment. The performance of the 
Rogowski coil is evaluated concerning different fault scenarios such as resistance, leaning trees 
and arcing faults. The dynamic modeling of these faults is discussed in the following 
subsections. The evaluation is carried out using different generated fault types, different fault 
resistances and different fault inception angles considering the locations of the Rogowski coils 
shown in Fig. 8.1. Different types of faults are created in section FG in the Feeder EFGH. 
Rogowski coils E, F, and G are selected to evaluate their performance in order to detect 
different types of fault conditions considering a fault distance of 1.5 km from the Rogowski coil 
F on the tested MV network.  
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Fig. 8.1 Simulated system for 78 km distribution network. 

 is the Rogowski coil location [98]. 
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 (a)                                                         (b)    
Fig. 8.2 The feeder configuration. (a) Covered conductor overhead line, (b) bare conductor line [98]. 
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Fig. 8.3 High frequency model of MV/LV transformer and its parameters [93]. 
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8.2.2 Model of fault due to a leaning tree  
 
An experiment was performed to measure the characteristics of faults due to a leaning 
tree occurring in a 20 kV distribution network. This fault type is modeled using two series parts: 
a dynamic arc model and a high resistance. For the considered case study, the resistance is equal 
to 140 k

 and the arc is modeled using thermal equilibrium that is adapted as in [95]: 
)(1 gG
dt
dg


       (8.1) 
arcU
i
G          (8.2) 
τ = A x 10Bg        (8.3) 
where g is the time-varying arc conductance, G is the stationary arc conductance, |i| is the 
absolute value of the arc current, Uarc is a constant arc voltage parameter,  is the arc time 
constant and, A and B are constants. In [95], the parameters Uarc, A and B were found to be 2520 
V, 5.6 x 10-7 and 3.95917 x 105, respectively. Considering the conductance at each zero 
crossing, the dielectric is represented by a variable resistance until the instant of reignition. It is 
represented using a ramp function of 0.5 MΩ/ms for a period of 1 ms after the zero-crossing and 
then 4 MΩ/ms until the reignition instant. 
 
8.2.3 Model of arcing fault  
 
A dynamic model of the arcing fault in distribution networks was presented in [96], 
where the dynamic arc equations (8.1) and (8.2) are the same with concerning a suitable form of 
the arc time constant as in [96]: 

 )(
o
o l
l
             (8.4)  
The arc time constant 

 is a function of the arc length l where 
o is the initial arc time 
constant, lo is the initial arc length and  is a coefficient of the negative value. Towards 
implementing this arcing fault model, the dynamic equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.4) are solved 
and interacted with the network. Uarc is is in the form:  
liruU oarc )(         (8.5)  
l
uo
400900                           (8.6) 
l
r 008.004.0         (8.7) 
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where r is the resistive component per arc length, uo is constant voltage per arc length. The 
values of the model parameters are: o = 0.25 ms,  = -0.4 and lo = 0.20 m. This arcing fault 
model is implemented considering the effect of arc elongation with a rate of change equal to 
10.5 m/s. Considering the bilateral interaction between the EMTP power network and the 
transient analysis control system (TACS) field, the arcing equations and their corresponding 
parameters are implemented using the universal arc representation as addressed in [96]. The 
aforementioned MV network and the fault modeling are combined in a single arrangement to 
describe the network behaviour, accordingly. 
Fig. 8.4 shows the ATPDraw circuit declaring the power feeders, the high frequency 
and saturable models of the load transformers, the Rogowski coil model and the univeral arc 
representation of the arc. The sampling frequencies are considered 100 MHz for resistance fault 
cases and 1 MHz for leaning-tree and arcing fault cases. This sampling frequency is chosen 
considering the execution time taken during simulation for each fault cases.  
 
8.3 Performance evaluation of Rogowski coil 
 
8.3.1 The performance considering resistance fault cases  
 
The earth fault in phase C at the fault point in the network is shown in Fig. 8.1 where 
this network is with CC feeders. Fig. 8.5 shows the phase C measurements of Rogowski coils 
installed at E, F and G nodes. From the waveforms shown in Fig. 8.5, the fault surges can be 
measured using the Rogowski coils with a sufficiently large voltage range of 5 to 15 V. 
Furthermore, the time difference of arrival (TDOA) fault surges at the measuring nodes are 
clear and they can be extracted to enhance the fault location technique using traveling wave 
functions. 
For high resistance faults, the evaluation is carried out at different values of fault 
resistance changed in the range 1 mΩ to 3 MΩ. Table 8.1 shows the corresponding performance 
of high frequency Rogowski coil measurements for single phase to ground fault. It is found that 
the maximum value for Rogowski coil response on phase C is higher than the other phases. This 
is because the fault occurs on phase C. The corresponding response of high frequency Rogowski 
coils on phases A and B is due to the effect of the electromagnetic and static couplings of the 
overhead feeder phases. From Table 8.1, increasing the fault resistance reduces the maximum 
voltage measured by the Rogowski coil. This is proportional to the level of transient traveling 
surges produced by the fault. A high resistance fault will produce less amplitude of traveling 
waves compared to a low resistance fault. The measured voltage is extremely reduced for fault 
resistances in M

 ranges where at such fault resistances the measured voltages are low 
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compared to the voltages measured due to PD sources. The results confirm the suitability of the 
Rogowski coil to extract the earth fault surges that are extremely difficult to be found using 
phase current measurement when the network is a compensated network. The transients are 
small decaying amplitudes superimposed on fundamental waveforms. The Rogowski coil 
enhanced to extract those transients with discarding the fundamental component. This result is 
simply achieved without applying a signal processing filter. 
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 Fig. 8.4 ATPDraw circuit for the network of Fig. 8.1 [98].      
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Fig. 8.5 Rogowski coil response for earth fault of phase C, (a) at Rogowski coil E, RCE, (b) at Rogowski 
coil F, RCF, (c) at Rogowski coil G, RCG. 
 
Table 8.1 Performance evaluation of Rogowski coil considering different resistances, Rf of single phase to 
ground fault 
Rf (kΩ) 
VRCE,peak (mV) VRCF,peak (mV) VRCG,peak (mV) 
Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C 
0.000001 4360.1 4744.3 8443.1 7075.8 6857.1 15119.1 4971.2     5638.9 10798.7 
0.001 4341.3 4724.2 8407.4 7045.2 6827.1 15053.5 4949.9 5615.0 10752.7 
1 817.7 901.7 1607.4 1322.6 1311.3 2818.2 933.6 1073.6 2042.9 
10 98.4 108.8 194.0 159.0 158.6 338.5 112.3 129.5 246.2 
100 10.0 11.1 19.8 16.2 16.2 34.5 11.5 13.2 25.1 
500 2.0 2.2 4.0 3.2 3.2 6.9 2.3 2.7 5.0 
1000 1.0 1.1 2.0 1.6 1.6 3.5 1.1 1.3 2.5 
2000 0.5031 0.5510 0.9870 0.8123 0.8107 1.7 0.5740 0.663 1.3 
3000 0.3355 0.3656 0.6563 0.5414 0.5402 1.2 0.3825     0.443 0.839 
 
As presented in Table 8.2, the response of high frequency Rogowski coils at points E, F, 
and G is increased when a two phases fault occured between phases B and C at the same fault 
location in Fig. 8.1. The maximum value of Rogowski coil response on phase B and C is clearly 
higher than phase A for each high resistance phase fault. Comparing the measured voltages due 
to earth faults in Table 8.1 and due to phase faults in Table 8.2, the voltages due to phase faults 
are higher than the earth faults where the sequence networks can help to interpret such a 
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comparative performance. Table 8.3 sumarizes the Rogowski coils response at points E,F, and 
G for a three-phase fault type.  
 
Table 8.2 Performance evaluation of Rogowski coil considering different resistance, Rf for phase B to 
phase C fault resistivity 
Rf (kΩ) 
VRCE,peak (mV) VRCF,peak (mV) VRCG,peak (mV) 
Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C 
0.000001 1967.0 24322.0 22528.0 1729.0 37470.0 37812.0 1762.0 29210.0 28109.0 
0.001 1960.0 24233.0 22446.0 172.0 37329.0 37670.0 1756.0 29104.0 28007.0 
1 425.0 5226.0 4847.0 377.0 7955.0 7917.0 380.0 6290.0 6022.0 
10 53.0 648.0 601.0 47.0 990.0 975.0 47.0 780.0 746.0 
100 5.0 66.0 62.0 5.0 102.0 100.0 5.0 80.0 76.0 
500 1.0 13.0 12.0 1.0 20.0 20.0 1.0 16.0 15.0 
1000 0.54 6.6 6.2 0.48 10.2 10.0 0.48 8.0 7.7 
2000 0.27 3.3 3.1 0.24 5.1 5.0 0.24 4.0 3.8 
3000 0.18 2.2 2.1 0.16 3.4 3.3 0.16 2.7 2.6 
 
Table 8.3 Performance evaluation of Rogowski coil considering different resistance, Rf for three phase 
fault resistivity 
Rf (kΩ) 
VRCE,peak (mV) VRCF,peak (mV) VRCG,peak (mV) 
Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C 
0.000001 5764.3 26912.8 21148.5 9893.4 42598.6 34492.9 5708.8 32581.1 26872.3 
0.001 5696.5 26697.0 21000.5 9771.3 42244.3 34264.2 5635.5 32318.4 26683.0 
1 312.7 2952.6 2692.3 361.0 4530.0 4408.2 216.3 3557.8 3361.8 
10 28.6 327.5 305.1 27.0 500.9 495.3 24.5 394.5 379.0 
100 2.8 33.1 30.9 2.6 50.6 50.1 2.6 39.9 38.4 
500 0.56 6.6 6.2 0.51 10.1 10.0 0.52 8.0 7.7 
1000 0.28 3.3 3.1 0.25 5.1 5.0 0.26 4.0 3.8 
2000 0.14 1.7 1.5 0.13 2.5 2.5 0.13 2.0 1.9 
3000 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 1.7 1.7 0.08 1.3 1.3 
 
In the analysis of the inception angle influence, cases corresponding to single phase to 
ground fault with fault resistance of 1 mΩ, the inception angle varied from 0o to 90°. The results 
are shown in Table 8.4. The Rogowski coils response is affected by the limitation of the zero 
voltage point on waves faults which is regarded as a major problem for pure traveling wave 
techniques, but it is still adequate to give the correct response. 
 
8.3.2 The performance considering leaning-tree and arcing fault cases  
 
The faulty feeder is replaced by a simulated bare conductor in order to take the leaning-
tree and arcing fault modeling into considerations. Figs. 8.6 and 8.7, show the Rogowski coil 
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performance to detect the high frequency transient signal due to the leaning of a tree and the 
intermittent fault respectively. The capability of the Rogowski coil to measure these high 
impedance faults is shown. The measurements due to a leaning tree and arcing fault are made 
close to zero crossing which is very difficult to measure using any other measuring transducer. 
Although the measured signals by Rogowski coils in these fault cases is smaller than most of 
the PD cases, there is still a possibility to locate the fault source location.  
 
Table 8.4 Performance evaluation of Rogowski coil considering different inception angle for single phase 
fault (Rf = 0.001 ) 
Inception 
angle 
(degree) 
VRCE,peak (mV) VRCF,peak (mV) VRCG,peak (mV) 
Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C 
  0 0.8639 0.9181 1.7 1.4 1.3 3.0 0.9720 1.1 2.1 
10 3802.7 4137.7 7363.6 6171.1 5980.4 13186.0 4335.6 4917.9 9418.0 
30 2454.3 2670.5 4752.6 3982.9 3859.8 8510.4 2798.3 3174.1 6078.5 
45 1238.2 1347.4 2397.8 2009.5 1947.4 4293.7 1411.8 1601.4 3066.8 
60 62.2 67.6 120.3 100.8 97.7 215.5 70.8 80.4 153.9 
90 2561.9 2787.6 4961.0 4157.5 4029.0 8883.6 2921.0 3313.3 6345.0 
 
     
Fig. 8.6 Rogowski coils response for high impedance fault caused by a leaning tree, (a) leaning tree 
current fault, (b) at Rogowski coil E, RCE, (c) at Rogowski coil F, RCF, and (d) at Rogowski coil G, RCG.  
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Fig. 8.7 Rogowski coils response for arcing fault, (a) arcing fault phase current (b) at Rogowski coil E, 
RCE, (c) at Rogowski coil F, RCF, and (d) at Rogowski coil G, RCG.  
 
In Fig. 8.6, the tree resistance is very high (140 k

), the fault surge and the arc 
reignition surges are small and therefore the Rogowski coil output is small. In Fig. 8.7, there is a 
high fault surge at the instant of fault starting where the arcing resistance is small. However, the 
intermittent characteristics at the peaks as shown in Fig. 8.7 (a) are more observed. Due to these 
intermittent surges, the Rogowski coil can support to confirm the fault location. 
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8.4 Discussion 
 
Simulations were carried out to test the novelty of the high frequency Rogowski coil to 
measure and extract high frequency transient faults due to varied fault conditions. Different 
values of fault resistances and inception angles due to earth and phase faults were tested on the 
MV distribution networks in order to investigate the performance of the Rogowski coil. A high 
impedance fault due to a leaning tree and an intermittent fault have been modeled where their 
corresponding fault traveling surges have been measured and extracted by the Rogowski coil. 
The sensitivity of each Rogowski coil and the surge arrival time have been found proportional 
to the distance where the fault surge traveled up to the measuring point. In future work, a signal 
measured by a Rogowski coil could be used to locate the fault source location by implementing 
multi-end correlation techniques. 
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9- Conclusions and future work 
 
 
9.1 Conclusions 
 
In the last forty years, the use of covered-conductor (CC) overhead lines in distribution 
networks in Finland have been based on the idea of making the line more tolerable against 
conductor clashing and trees leaning on the conductors. This contributes a lot of space saving 
between the trees and conductor, and the spacing between the conductors. There is, however, a 
major problem associated with the CC line that is a cause for concern: the initiation of partial 
discharges (PDs) resulting from trees leaning on CC lines. A tree in contact with a CC line will 
distort the electric field around the conductor and cause PDs. PDs can be observed and they are 
usually an early indicator of imminent failure of the insulator. If the PD on the CC goes 
undetected for a certain period of time, it will lead to an outage of the distribution network 
connected to the CC. All leading to additional inconvenience to customers and costs for those 
who maintain the grid.  
In this thesis, a three-phase PD monitoring system for CC overhead lines in distribution 
networks has been presented. These are based on single, double and multi-end measurements. A 
frequency-dependent CC line model (JMarti) and Rogowski coil were used as a CC overhead 
line model and PD measuring sensor, respectively. The performance of the aforementioned 
system has been experimentally evaluated based on offline and online PD measurements. For 
offline measurements, the pulse calibrator was used to inject a PD source into the CC overhead 
lines. Meanwhile, for online measurement, the CC line was energized by 110/20 kV power 
transformer. The concept of the twisted-coil around the CC has been introduced in order to 
produce a pulse similar to the PD source. In addition, PD pulses generated caused by a leaning 
tree have also been experimentally done. The propagation of PD pulses from the source towards 
its terminal-ends was measured. The localization process was done using a locator function 
developed during this work.  
For single-end and double-end measurements, the location of the PD source on the CC 
overhead line was found based on the stamping time of arrival and the propagation velocity for 
the measured signals. Due to the inconsistency of the propagation velocity over the CC 
overhead lines, the new PD location technique for multi-end measurements with three 
synchronized measured signals has been developed without the need to be concerned about the 
parameter of the propagation velocity. The technique has been presented and discussed in 
Chapters 5 and 6 of the thesis. This technique was developed based on a combination of three 
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different stages of signal analysis, which are: denoising, extracting the PD features and locating 
the PD point. 
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been used to develop the denoising technique 
for the measured signals. The denoising  performance was presented and discussed in Chapter 6. 
Its performance has been evaluated based on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the signals 
before and after denoising (SNRden). Discrete spectral interference (DSI) and Gaussian white 
noise (GWN) were simulated and used as noise models. For high voltage (HV) laboratory 
measurement, the broadband interference white noise was generated from an energized three-
phase power transformer 20 kV / 410 V AC. A high frequency transient PD pulse has been 
extracted from the measured signals using windowed standard deviation (STD). The advantage 
of windowed STD is its ability to extract non-stationary signals such as PD pulses. A multi-end 
correlation-based PD location technique has been employed to locate the PD source point on CC 
overhead lines. The theory of maximum correlation factor was used in order to find the time 
difference of arrival (TDOA) between PD signal arrivals at three synchronized measuring 
points. The advantage of this technique is the ability to locate the PD source without the need to 
know the first arrival time and the propagation velocity of the signals. In addition, the faulty 
section between the three measuring points can also be identified. The algorithm performances 
were evaluated using EMTP-ATP simulated PD cases and verified using an experimental 
measurement result. The localization accuracy was presented and discussed in Chapter 6.   
  For unsynchronized measured signals, the locator function algorithm was developed 
based on two-end correlation signals. The ratio of correlation, ROC has been plotted against its 
ratio of distance, LR. The hyperbolic sine equation was found to be the best function correlated 
with the plotted curve. This technique helps to solve the problem of the unsynchronized 
measured signals between two measuring points. In future, the performance of the locator 
function algorithm developed in this thesis could be tested using the unsynchronized measured 
signals obtained from both the laboratory test and the real field. More research needs to be done 
in this direction and field data is required to verify the algorithm. Furthermore, experience in 
line modeling is also required. 
The capability of Rogowski coils to work on capturing different fault transients traveled 
from the source location has been evaluated. This evaluation is useful in order to make it 
possible to implement various fault locator techniques using the same technique used to locate 
the PDs. Different fault scenarios were simulated including earth and phase faults, arcing faults 
and faults due to a leaning tree. The sensitivity of each Rogowski coil and the surge arrival time 
have been found proportional to the distance where the fault surge traveled up to the measuring 
point. In future work, a signal measured by a Rogowski coil can be used to locate the fault 
source location by implementing multi-end correlation techniques.  
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It is believed that the approach in this work can contribute to improved methods of the 
detection and localization of insulation degradation in MV and HV power networks.  
 
9.2 Future work 
   
 The performance of the Rogowski coil used in this work can be improved by optimizing 
the design parameters. New model and design of the Rogowski coil as a cost effective 
and efficient PD sensor could be implemented for the other  power components such as 
transformers, cables, switch gears and insulators, etc in a real distribution network.    
 Measurements in real substations can help to evaluate the algorithm considering the 
collected noised data. Possible noise sources are such as from power line carrier signals, 
radio signals coupled in power systems and noise from power electronics equipment. 
 Measurement of the PD signal in the real field area of leaning trees on CC overhead 
lines. 
 The effect of accuracy of the PD source location on overhead CC line due to frozen ice 
on the CC line should be considered. 
 PD location technique based-multi-end correlation developed in this work could be 
considered to be applied for PD and fault location in undergound cable systems too.  
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Fault on distribution line networks may 
cause excessive power interruption to 
customers and large costs for the 
distributor. The thesis provides a technique 
which can locate partial discharges (PDs), 
which is one of the major causes of fault in 
covered-conductor (CC) line, by using 
multi-end correlation technique. In Finland 
covered-conductor overhead lines are 
commonly used in medium voltage networks 
because the loads are widely distributed in 
forested terrain. Such networks are exposed 
to leaning trees which will produce PDs 
prior to complete breakdown. The PDs, if 
undetected for a certain period of time, will 
lead to an outage of the distribution 
networks. In the technique developed, the 
PDs can be detected with multiple Rogowski 
coil sensors and located using the algorithm 
developed. The technique will help in 
improving the detection and localization 
reliability of PDs due to leaning trees on CC 
overhead distribution lines, and will provide 
protection improvements against the 
breakdown in distribution network. 
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